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ABSTRACT

In the past, Process Automation (PA) has maintained reliability and security by building a
dedicated PA system with proprietary technology. However, some significant changes are
emerging on PA due to technical innovation of Information Communication Technology (ICT)
and Information Technology (IT). One of the typical changes is connecting facilities in a plant
with a network infrastructure. In this dissertation, the network infrastructure is called Industrial
Backhaul. The traffic transmitted to the Industrial Backhaul includes real-time communications
and non-real-time communications. In addition, two characteristics of real-time communications
exist such as static and dynamic. This dissertation introduces a study addressing “to provide
dependable real-time communications management for PA operations over Industrial
Backhaul”.
There are a numbers of existing studies addressing real-time communications. However, the
dependable real-time communications management is not yet satisfied, since an attacker can
disrupt real-time communications by sending plenty of spoofing packets for example. This
study calls such disrupting attacks “QoS Spoofing Attacks”. To clarify the missing functions,
this study identifies five essential functions to allow dependable real-time communications
management based on feedback control concept, which is commonly used in PA. The functions
are as follows: “Bandwidth Control”, “Bandwidth Allocation”, “Assessment of Real-time
Communications”, “Prevention of Unauthorized Bandwidth Allocation”, and “Prevention of
QoS Spoofing Attacks”. As a consequence of survey of existing study, it is clarified that
“Assessment of Real-time Communications” and “Prevention of QoS Spoofing Attacks” are
missing.
This study defines providing the two functions of “Assessment of Real-time Communications”
and “Prevention of QoS Spoofing Attacks” is the major challenge to achieve the dependable
real-time communications management. This study defines two goals of “management method
for real-time communications based on packet propagation time monitoring” and “Hop-by-Hop
packet authentication method to protect the output queue” to satisfy the “Assessment of
Real-time Communications” and “Prevention of QoS Spoofing Attacks” respectively.
Firstly, this dissertation proposes a management method for real-time communications based
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on packet propagation time monitoring. The method is designed based on OpenFlow. The
proposed method monitors the packet propagation time in addition to the utilization of allocated
bandwidth on a corresponding output queue of intermediate network equipment. The
monitoring function allows detection and prediction of timeout of real-time communications to
reallocate the bandwidth. The method was prototyped and evaluated. The evaluation indicated
that monitoring packet propagation time and monitoring utilization of allocated bandwidth
mutually complement to provide real-time communications even to the dynamic traffic. Thus,
the proposed method achieves a goal of “management method for real-time communications
based on packet propagation time monitoring”.
Secondly, this dissertation analyzes the reason of QoS Spoofing Attacks and proposes a
Hop-by-Hop packet authentication method to address QoS Spoofing Attacks. The attacks
disrupt real-time communications by consuming the bandwidth allocated for real-time
communications with the spoofing packets. To prevent the attacks, the intermediate equipment
needs to discard the spoofing packets before the allocated bandwidth is consumed. Thus, this
study proposes a lightweight Hop-by-Hop authentication method. The method was prototyped
and evaluated. The evaluation indicated that the proposed method allows detection and
discursion of spoofing packet while satisfying the requirement of PA for real-time
communications.
This dissertation introduces the advanced method applying the Hop-by-Hop packet
authentication method to OpenFlow based network environment. The advanced method allows
flexible and scalable Hop-by-Hop packet authentication. The method is achieved by newly
added Packet Authentication Plane into the OpenFlow environment. This method allows
bandwidth control combined with flexible flow definition and scale out of packet authentication
function. The method was prototyped and evaluated. The evaluation indicated that the proposed
method allows bandwidth protection from spoofing packets with acceptable overhead for the
real-time communications of PA. Thus, the proposed method achieves a goal of “Hop-by-Hop
packet authentication method to protect the output queue”.
The proposed methods satisfy the two goals “management method for real-time
communications based on packet propagation time monitoring” and “Hop-by-Hop packet
authentication method to protect the output queue”. The two methods have high affinity to
cooperate each other, since the methods can work on OpenFlow. As a consequence, the two
missing functions to achieve the dependable real-time communications management for PA
operations over an Industrial Backhaul are provided. This study revealed that the managing
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functions such as monitoring propagation time, bandwidth utilization, discarding spoofing
packet are useful and required for the Industrial Backhaul, which has strict requirement for
real-time communications.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 BACKGROUND
In the past, Process Automation (PA) has maintained reliability and security by building a
dedicated PA system with proprietary technology. However, some significant changes are
emerging on PA due to technical innovation of Information Communication Technology (ICT)
and Information Technology (IT). One of the typical changes is connecting facilities in a plant
with a network infrastructure. On the other hand, the threat of cyber attacks have been
increasing as indicated by the reported cyber attacks on plants.
In this chapter, the features of PA are introduced at first. Secondly, the hierarchy models of
PA are introduced to clarify the scope of this study. Thirdly, the emerging changes and concerns
in the plant are introduced to lead the objectives of this study. Lastly, the structure of this
dissertation is introduced.

1.1.1

PROCESS AUTOMATION

Industrial Automation is classified into two kinds of automation by the target of control. One
is Process Automation and another is Factory Automation (FA). The PA has different
characteristics from FA, since PA mainly deals with fluid while FA assembles parts to build a
car for example.
In FA, many kinds of robots are utilized and the positioning and timing are important for
assembling the product. The speed of each process impacts the efficiency of production. Thus,
fast control is required. In contrast to FA, PA senses and controls the temperature, pressure, or
flow volume with sensor and actuator (both devices are called Field Device) to make a product.
The controls against the fluid (e.g., heating, cooling, opening the bulb and closing the bulb)
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cannot react as quickly as FA. The requirement for control communications is more moderate
than the requirement of FA. In general, fieldbus for FA requires communications less than 10
ms while fieldbus for PA requires communications tens of ms.
Figure 1.1 represents the Proportional-Integral-Derivative Controller (PID) control loop,
which is mainly utilized in PA. The PID control loop consists of:
(1)

The sensor (e.g., temperature transmitter) obtains the measured value and transmit it to
the PID controller;

(2)

The PID controller calculates and transmit configuration request to the actuator (e.g.,
bulb positioner);

(3)

The actuator configures as requested and transmits the configured value to the PID
controller.

As described above, the PID control loop consists of three communications and three devices’
internal processes. The loop is repeated periodically. The typical loop cycle is one second. In
the fast case, the cycle is 0.3 ms.

F IGURE	
  1.1 	
  PID 	
  C ONTROL	
  L OOP	
 IN	
  PA	
 

	
 
Since the PA deals with explosive material like oil and chemical plant, incorrect control or
data loss can cause explosions of the plant. Thus, the reliability of the communication is
important. Mostly, the PID control loop is operated periodically; the data that does not arrive on
schedule will not be used for the PID control. It means, packets delayed for the schedule will be
considered as unreached packets. Thus, the delay of the communications can be considered as a
factor disrupting the communication reliability in terms of PID control. In FA, the data loss may
stop the robot but not cause the serious problem as explosions. To summarize, the PA
communications require packets arriving on schedule, while it does not require speed so
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strongly. On the other hand, the FA communications requires speed while the data loss does not
cause a serious problem.
As mentioned above, PA and FA have different characteristics. This means requirements for
communications are also different. As the result, the method developed for real-time
communications of PA may not be useful for FA applications, or vice versa. Thus, this study
focuses on PA as the target industrial automation.

1.1.2

FUNCTIONAL HIERARCHY MODEL IN PROCESS AUTOMATION

IEC 62264-1[1] defines a functional hierarchy model and role-based equipment hierarchy
model of a manufacturing system; these are widely utilized as the reference models of
manufacturing system. The functional hierarchy model classifies the entire manufacturing
functions into five functional levels. Each functional level has specific network requirements
since each level has specific functions. The role-based equipment hierarchy model is close to a
physical equipment model. This subsection clarifies the target of this study with a functional
hierarchy model. Since the functional hierarchy model represents functional level with specific
time scale, the model is useful to map the requirements for real-time communications. In
addition, this subsection clarifies the target network of this study with a role-based hierarchy
model, since it helps to understand the physical structure of a plant.
Table 1.1 represents the functional hierarchy model. The model consists of five levels from
level 0 to level 4, from downstream to upstream. Each level has specific requirements for
communication with an exception of level 0, which consists of tank and pipe, since it does not
communicate. Level 4 is in charge of enterprise management system, which deals with
high-level business planning such as order entry or shipping. It is a common IT system in the
enterprise. Level 4 makes rough manufacturing plan. Level 3 is Manufacturing Operations
Management system (MOM), which makes detailed manufacturing plan by breaking down the
plan made by Level 4. MOM dispatches the detailed order to particular equipment and specifies
the material with concrete schedules. Level 2 and Level 1 are in charge of actual manufacturing
according to the plan made by Level 3. In Level 2, Human Machine Interface (HMI) configures
the transmitter or other PA equipment to prepare the manufacturing. In addition, HMI monitors
and controls the equipment. The transmitters and actuators are placed on Level 1. In Level 1,
sensing and controlling is performed with the equipment to manufacture the desired quality of
product. Actually, both Level 1 and Level 2 work together to provide actual manufacturing
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functions.
As shown in Table 1.1, from Level 4 to Level 1, the plan is gradually getting more detailed.
Thus, the time scale is getting more detailed from Level 4 to Level 1. This means the
requirement for real-time communications is getting stricter. In Level 1 and 2, that has the
strongest real-time communications, dedicated fieldbus or network technologies are utilized.
T ABLE	
  1.1 	
  F UNCTIONAL	
  H IERARCHY	
  M ODEL 	
 
Category
Enterprise

Level
4

Functions
Establishing the basic plant schedule

Information

for production, material use, shipping,

Network

etc．

Industrial

3

Time Frame
Months, weeks, days

Workflow/Recipe control to produce

Days, hours, minutes,

Control

the desired end products. Dispatching

seconds, shifts

System

production, detailed production
schedule, etc.
2

Monitoring, supervisory control and

Hours, minutes, seconds,

automated control of the production

subseconds

process
1

Sensing and manipulating the
production process

0

1.1.3

The actual production process

N/A

ROLE-BASED EQUIPMENT HIERARCHY MODEL IN PROCESS
AUTOMATION

The role-based equipment hierarchy model is close to a production equipment scheme. Thus,
it is useful to understand the physical structure of a production system. Table 1.2 describes each
component of a role-based hierarchy model. Enterprise is the top level of a role-based
equipment hierarchy model, which determines the entire production plan. Level 4 functions are
concerned with Enterprise and Site levels in general. The production plans determined by
Enterprise are distributed to Sites, which manages the regional manufacturing facilities. The
Site determines detailed manufacturing plan for the given region. This means that Site can run
Level 4 function in detail for the given region. The production plan determined in the Site can
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be detailed in the Areas, which is under the Site, as required. It is broken down into the actual
production execution schedule. In other words, the schedule specifies which personnel
manufacture what kind of product, at which facility or equipment, at when, and with which
materials.

Thus, Area mainly has Level 3 function. The Work Center and Work Unit is

responsible for actual manufacturing according to the detailed schedule determined by Level 3.
This means that Work Center and Work Unit work together to perform Level 2 and Level 1
functions.

T ABLE	
  1.2 	
  R OLE - BASED	
  E QUIPMENT	
  H IERARCHY	
  M ODEL 	
 
Role
Enterprise

Functions

Example

The top level of a role-based equipment

Collection of Sites and

hierarchy. It is responsible for determining what

Areas

product will be manufactured at which site. It
provides Level 4 functions in general.
Site

Site is a group of production facilities, defined by

Mizushima ethylene

physical, geographical, or logical point of view.

Plant，Anegasaki

grouping of．Site is recognized as a delegation of

Chemical Plant

regional manufacturing facility. It may have
Level 4 function．
Area

Area is a group of production facilities within a

Assembling Building,

Site, defined by physical, geographical, or logical

Blending facility, Utility

point of view. It mainly have Level 3 function．

Facility

Work

Work center is a group of equipment scheduled

Steam Cracker #8,

Center

by Level 3 or Level 4 functions. Production

Catalytic Cracker #2,

facility or equipment for specific purpose within

Storage Tank zone，

the Area.

Shipping Center

Work Unit is the lowest element of role-based

Storage Tank, Rack

Work Unit

equipment hierarchy model. It is a component of
the Work Center such as sensor or actuator．It is
scheduled by Level 3 functions.
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1.1.4

RECENT CHANGES IN PROCESS AUTOMATION

This subsection introduces the emerging changes in PA. In addition, this subsection also
introduces emerging network technologies to discuss the applicability to the changes in PA.

A) Wireless Equipment
The PA users currently start to introduce wireless sensor networks (WSN) to the plants to
reduce the installation cost of Field Devices such as sensors or actuators. The typical WSN
technologies designed for PA are ISA100.11a [2] and WirelessHART [3]. The users can install
the Field Devices quickly with less constraint of wiring. The WSN provides the advantage of
higher accuracy and efficiency into PA operation, since WSN allows users to install required
Field Devices to any place at anytime as required.
To utilize the data obtained by WSN, the data shall be transmitted to the devices that need the
data or to the data storage servers in a central control room. The data is utilized in control loop
(e.g., PID control) or in HMI to monitor the operation. A type of HMI working on mobile
terminals, which are so called Mobile HMIs, is emerging to be used in the area where actual
equipment or the facility is located in the plant (the area is called Field in this study). The
Mobile HMI allows for operator efficient operation; staying beside the actual equipment and
watching the current situation and historical related data. To utilize the Mobile HMI, the data of
HMI shall be transmitted from the control room to the Field.

B)

Industrial Backhaul

To transmit the obtained data from WSN to the control room, or HMI data from the control
room to the Field, a network installed through out the plant is utilized. Such network is called
Industrial Backhaul. The International Society of Automation (ISA) has developed a technical
report [4] presenting the desired Industrial Backhaul architecture. The technical report
introduces kinds of usage of Industrial Backhaul. One typical example is interconnecting
between Sites, another example is interconnecting Areas inside the Site. This study focuses on
interconnection Areas, since it requires more strict real-time communications. Figure 1.2
represents the abstracted overview of Industrial Backhaul with entities of role-based equipment
hierarchy model.
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Site(Plant)+1

Area+1N"

Area+11+

Manufacturing+
Facility+N"

Control+
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Even within a Site, the Industrial Backhaul is installed on a vast site. Thus, it is a very long
and expensive network. This means there is a constraint to install additional link. For example,
the world largest class of plant, as known as Shell Nanhai [5], has nine Areas in a site of 260ha.
Since the distance between sites is kilos meters, it is not possible to build mesh topology to
provide network redundancy due to the cost restriction. Thus, the network is commonly built in
a ring topology. Within the Area, a smaller network is built to interconnect Work Centers. The
Mobile HMI would be attached to this intra Area network, and the WSN would be attached
within the Work Center.
As described above, the intra Site network is in hierarchy architecture. Thus, the total number
of involved Field Device is large. In Shell Nanhai, the total number of Field Devices is 16,000.
To run PID control or to utilize the Mobile HMI over the Industrial Backhaul, real-time
communications are required. On the other hand, the industrial backhaul should be considered
as an untrusted network since many kinds of users in many Areas transmits the packet onto the
Industrial Backhaul. In addition, the transmitted data has a variety of characteristics depending
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on the application. This means the traffic may interfere each other. Thus, [4] recommends
introducing QoS methods to provide real-time communications on the Industrial Backhaul.

C)

Collaborative Operation

Manufacturing companies start to improve production efficiency by connecting a variety of
equipment or functions in the production system. This kind of approach is represented by
Industry 4.0 [6].

Industry 4.0 is known as the fourth industrial revolution. The approach

collects and analyzes a variety of production related information to make an efficient production
plan.

In the past, PA collects the data from Field Devices to utilize for the equipment or for

facility level optimization. Industry 4.0 expands the existing PA approach for larger scale
optimization by connecting larger number of equipment or higher levels of functions.
Industry 4.0 allows timely production by exchanging production plan from order entry
system to MOM system promptly. In addition, Industry 4.0 allows reliable shipping by
collecting the maintenance information to avoid dispatching orders to the facility or equipment
that would be maintained. These effects are just a part of examples. Users expect more effects
for Industry 4.0.

There are a variety of activities related to Industry 4.0 such as Industrial

Internet Consortium [7] and Smart Manufacturing Leadership Coalition [8]. This means this is a
promising approach to improve manufacturing efficiency.

D) Targeted Cyber Attacks
Cyber-attacks are changing and becoming more sophisticated day-by-day. In the past, the
cyber attacks don’t have particular target or particular purpose. However, today the attacks have
particular purpose on particular targets. Such recent cyber attacks utilize unreported security
holes within the Operating System (OS). Thus, it is not easy to take preventive measures against
the attacks. Plants are facing such dangerous situations as well as IT devices. The cyber attacks
in the plant are represented by Stuxnet [9], which has been reported in 2010. Stuxnet is reported
as a malware designed for particular industrial device of Programmable Logic Controller (PLC)
to attack the nuclear power plant. After the report of Stuxnet, PA users have realized the
possibility of cyber attacks targeting the plant.
The threat of cyber attacks is not limited to Stuxnet. Shodan [10] is a popular portal site for a
control system. Shodan allows attackers to find a control device that is accessible from the
Internet. After finding a control device, the attacker can log-in to the device and generate the
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control code to improperly control the device. Shodan has exposed the attackers interest to the
control system. In addition, Shodan has made the barrier lower to attack the control system.
The cyber attacks on Plant enable the damage to not only the cyber side but also the physical
side.

For example, the modification of control algorithms and/or sensor data can cause

improper command to an actuator that results in inefficient manufacturing or, in the worst-case
scenario, explosions of the plant.
The attacks in the plants are also possible by losing the data as well as modification of control
algorithms and/or data. As mentioned in Subsection 1.1.1, sensor data delayed for its schedule is
not used for PID control. Thus, the delay of arrival has the same meaning as packet loss. In
general, priority control and bandwidth control (both are called Quality of Service (QoS)) is
utilized to provide real-time communications. The existing QoS methods classify the packets
based on the attributes on the packet to differentiate the forwarding policy. This differentiation
allows packets of real-time communications to be set with higher priority or to be assigned a
dedicated queue with particular bandwidth. In other words, it is possible to generate packet
spoofing real-time communications. As an example, the spoofing packets can disrupt real-time
communications of proper packets by consuming the dedicated output queue. In this study, such
attacks are called QoS Spoofing Attacks. For example, the devices attached to networks related
to Level 3 functions could cause QoS Spoofing Attacks, since Level 3 related networks is not
well managed as Level 2 related networks so far and the traffic of both Level 2 and Level 3 can
go through the Industrial Backhaul. The attacks disrupting real-time communications are a new
and unique threat in the plant, since such attacks can cause an irreparable accident.

1.1.5

REQUIREMENT FOR REAL-TIME COMMUNICATIONS

This subsection analyzes the requirements of real-time communications in PA. For this
analysis, the PID control and Mobile HMI are targeted as the representing application of Level
1 and Level 2; those require strongest real-time communications.
In PA, the shortest cycle of PID control loop is 300 ms while typical cycle of PID control is
one second. The PID control loop consists of three processes on sensor, PID controller, and
actuator. In addition, the PID control loop consists of three communications; from sensor to PID
controller, from PID controller to actuator, and from actuator to PID controller. The processing
time depends on the actual device. With an assumption of practical processing time on sensor,
PID controller, actuator correspond to 30, 45, and 90 ms, allowed time for each communication
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is 45 ms according to Eq. (1.1).
300 − 30 + 45 + 90
= 45
3

(1.1)

In FF-HSE [11] specification, which is designed to utilize typical fieldbus protocol (FF-H1)
on Ethernet, the typical packet size is up to 256 Byte. In Shell Nanhai, the world largest class of
Petro chemical plant, there are nine Areas and 16,000 Field Devices. Thus, according to Eq.
(1.2), each Area has 1,777 Field Devices on average.
16,000
= 1,777
9

(1.2)

When evenly classifies the Field Devices to sensor and actuator, around 888 PID control loop
could be built. When all the PID control loop run in 300 ms cycle, three times of 888
communications are performed in 300 ms. This means the PID control traffic causes up to
18.186 Mbps per Area from Eq. (1.3).
888×3×256×8
= 18,186,240
0.3

(1.3)

The traffic of PID control could be considered as static with no dynamics on geometrical and
time aspect, since the sensors and actuators are fixed equipment in general. In addition, the
related devices transmit packets with fixed size and fixed period.
Mobile HMI is an emerging application in PA. The PA users commonly require HMI in
Distributed Control System (DCS) to respond within one second, since HMI is an interactive
application. If the response time exceeds one second, the operator may repeat the same
operation since he/she may consider the command is not transmitted properly for example. Such
operation would cause mis-operation. The common HMI is fixed in the control room (it is
called static HMI in this study). Thus, it is not dynamic from a geographical point of view.
However, the Mobile HMI is an application that works on portable devices. The operators take
the devices to a manufacturing place, which is so called Field, where Field Devices or actual
manufacturing facilities are installed. The Mobile HMI could be developed separately from
fixed HMI. However, as the easiest way, the HMI would work on remote desktop technology at
the first phase of Mobile HMI. In this case, the desktop image is transmitted from control room
to portal device in the Field. In general, the remote desktop technology transmits only required
amount of packets to reduce the total traffic regarding remote desktop. Thus, the amount of
Mobile HMI traffic differs time-by-time. In addition, the device appears, disappears and moves
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since it works on portable devices. This means, the traffic from Mobile HMI has dynamisms
from both time and a geographical point of view.

1.2 RESEARCH STATEMENT
As was previously mentioned, the PA production system will utilize Industrial Backhaul to
transmit data of Level 1, 2 and 3 due to the deployment of WSN, Mobile HMI, and Industry 4.0.
This data has different requirements for real-time communications. The Industrial Backhaul is
required to satisfy all of the requirements simultaneously. Especially, the real-time
communications are required not only by static traffic but also dynamic traffic. In addition, the
Industrial Backhaul has restriction to install additional cable, thus the bandwidth needs to be
utilized in an efficient manner. Even in the plant, the threats of the targeted cyber attacks
become obvious. Since the control of PA depends on real-time communications, like PID
control and HMI, disturbance on real-time communications could result in the irreparable
accident, like explosions. Especially, the Industrial Backhaul could be a target of cyber attacks,
since various users can transmit packets with various purposes. Thus, the real-time
communications in the Industrial Backhaul shall be protected from the cyber attacks.
As the consequence of the situation mentioned above, dependable real-time communications
management, that provides efficient bandwidth utilization and secure QoS functions, are
required for PA operations over the Industrial Backhaul. The objective of this study is defined
as “to provide dependable real-time communications management for PA operations over
Industrial Backhaul”. The targeted real-time communications traffic of this study is related to
Level 1 or Level 2 functions.
To achieve the real-time communications management five essential functions are identified.
The functions are: 1) bandwidth control, 2) bandwidth allocation, 3) assessment of real-time
communications, 4) prevention of unauthorized bandwidth allocation, and 5) prevention of QoS
Spoofing Attacks. As the result of a survey on existing research, it was found that sufficient
methods for 3) assessment of real-time communications and 5) prevention of real-time
communications are missing. Therefore, this study developed three novel methods to provide
the missing functions. The methods are “Propagation time monitoring QoS with OpenFlow
(pmqFlow)”, “Secure QoS(sQoS)”, and “OpenFlow based secure QoS(OFsQoS)”.
pmqFlow addresses the efficiency of bandwidth utilization by dynamic bandwidth allocation
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while assessing the real-time communications. sQoS addresses prevention of QoS Spoofing
Attacks by authenticating the packets on each hop. OFsQoS addresses the scalability and
flexibility of sQoS to be utilized in practical Industrial Backhaul. Each method has been
prototyped and evaluated. As the result of evaluation, the developed methods provide the
required functions to manage the dependable real-time communications management. This
dissertation introduces the design and evaluation of the developed methods in addition to the
survey of related work.

1.3 CONTRIBUTIONS
Figure 1.3 depicts the contribution of this study for dependable real-time communications.
Practically, the packet routing and amount of traffic change dynamically. From the real-time
communications reliability for dynamic network perspective, the existing research provides
dynamic configuration. However, the research does not allow assessing the real-time
communications. This means, the management functions of the real-time communications
cannot know the appropriate timing to reconfigure. In addition the existing research cannot
know the appropriate amount of bandwidth to be allocated, since the research cannot know
whether the allocated amount satisfies the real-time communications requirement. Thus, the
network dynamism can impact the real-time communications.
From security perspective, some existing research provides secure bandwidth allocation.
However, the QoS Spoofing Attacks are not prevented. This means malicious packets can
impact the real-time communications by consuming the properly allocated bandwidth.
This study extends the accuracy of bandwidth allocation from the view point of allocation
timing and allocation amount by assessing the propagation time of real-time communications.
In addition, this study extends the independency of allocated bandwidth for real-time
communications by preventing QoS Spoofing Attacks. The propagation time assessment and
Prevention of QoS Spoofing Attacks are not provided by existing research. Thus, this study
extends the dependability of real-time communications in dynamic networks by the two features.
The extension satisfies the requirement of real-time communications in PA.
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1.4 ORGANIZATION OF DISSERTATION
This dissertation consists of seven chapters. This chapter describes background and
objectives of this study. Chapter 2 presents existing related work. Chapter 3 presents concrete
challenges to achieve the objectives. In Chapter 4, 5, and 6, the methods developed to satisfy the
challenges are presented. Specifically, Chapter 4 describes the method to manage the real-time
communications based on actual bandwidth usage and propagation time.

Chapter 5 presents a

packet authentication method on intermediate device to prevent QoS Spoofing. Chapter 6
presents a new plane to be added into OpenFlow available networks in addition to the Data
Forwarding Plane and the Network Control Plane; the plane is called Packet Authentication
Plane. The Packet Authentication Plane allows flexible installation of packet authentication
method presented in Chapter 5. Lastly, Chapter 7 summarizes the achievements of this study
and future challenges to conclude.
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Chapter 2

RELATED WORK

2.1 REQUIRED FUNCTIONS FOR DEPENDABLE
COMMUNICATIONS MANAGEMENT

REAL-TIME

This subsection introduces the required functions to achieve dependable real-time
communications management in the Industrial Backhaul, which has particular requirements in
order to avoid a serious accident. The required functions are listed below. The first three
functions come from a feedback control viewpoint. The feedback control is commonly used in
PA since it is employed in the PID control loop. The last two functions come from a security
viewpoint. In PA, corresponding security features are provided physically. Thus, the functions
allow taking same approach with the control in PA. From the PA viewpoint, all of these five
functions are necessary and sufficient for the dependable real-time communications
management. The remaining subsections of this chapter introduce the related work addressing
the functions. As well as summarize the current status of required functions to clarify the
position of this study.

(1) BANDWIDTH CONTROL
To provide real-time communications for a particular packet flow within the physically
shared network with variable traffic, the flow should be allocated dedicated bandwidth.
Otherwise, other traffic could disrupt real-time communications of the flow. In this sense,
bandwidth control is an essential function.
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(2) BANDWIDTH ALLOCATION
When using a bandwidth control function, particular amount of bandwidth needs to be
allocated to the flow that requires real-time communications. The bandwidth allocation could be
done either statically or dynamically. To deal with dynamic traffic, dynamic bandwidth
allocation is required for efficient bandwidth utilization, since the static bandwidth allocation
would allocate peak bandwidth regardless of the actual utilization. To provide dynamic
allocation, automatic allocation is useful for timely configuration. Thus, automatic bandwidth
allocation is required.

(3) ASSESSMENT OF REAL-TIME COMMUNICATIONS
To manage the real-time communications, the actual situation needs to be assessed. The
assessed information shall be feedback to configuration. In this study, the situation of real-time
communications is assessed by propagation time of packets to know if the packet arrives within
the allowed time. The assessment shall be done when configuration is made. In addition, the
continuous assessment is needed while the real-time communications last. When the packet
cannot arrive within allowed time, it is considered as timeout (Timeout). The threshold of
Timeout depends on the flow.

(4) PREVENTION OF UNAUTHORIZED BANDWIDTH ALLOCATION
To use bandwidth control, the bandwidth is an essential resource of the network. And it is a
limited resource in the Industrial Backhaul. If an attacker reserves the bandwidth improperly,
the proper flows requiring real-time communications could not be allocated for the required
bandwidth. Thus, improper bandwidth allocation needs to be prevented.

(5) PREVENTION OF QOS SPOOFING ATTACKS
Even when the bandwidth is allocated for proper flow, improper packets can consume the
bandwidth by spoofing the real-time communication packets. Thus, the allocated bandwidth
shall be protected from the spoofing packets. Most QoS methods inspect packet attributes to
dispatch the packet to a particular bandwidth. Thus, the inspected attributes need to be protected
from the spoofing. In addition, even the attributes are protected, plenty of copies of the proper
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packet could disrupt real-time communications; that are called replay attacks. The replay attacks
shall be prevented.

2.2 BANDWIDTH CONTROL
The methods to differentiate the quality of communication are called QoS methods. The
methods are classified into bandwidth control and priority control. The bandwidth control
allocates dedicated bandwidth to a particular flow to avoid disturbance caused by other flows.
The priority control has an assumption that the bandwidth is shared with multiple flows. Thus,
the priority control classifies the multiple flows into the limited number of common queues on
output port. It results in the flow aggregation. The typical priority control methods are
IEEE802.1Q [12] and DiffServ.
Figure 2.1 depicts IEEE802.1Q header. IEEE802.1Q allows administrator to define up to
4,096 Virtual LAN (VLAN) with 12 bit of VLAN Identifier (VID). IEEE802.1Q also allows
classifying packets into eight classes of priority, since it has only 3 bit of Priority Code Point
(PCP). Thus, each output port has only eight queues. In addition, the queues are shared by
traffic belonging to different VLANs.
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When assigning a queue to each real-time communication application, eight queues are not
sufficient for Industrial Backhaul since there are more flows to be differentiated. For example,
the typical PA application protocol of FF-HSE has three types of communications with different
characteristics (i.e., Pub/Sub, Client/Server, Report Distribution). In addition, other traffic
requires real-time communications like IP phone traffic, Mobile HMI traffic, network
management traffic, Video Camera traffic, MOM applications, and so on.
DiffServ also allows priority control according to the DSCP value (6 bit) on each packet.
Although the DSCP allows specifying 64 levels of priority, the DSCP values assigned for
standard Per Hop Behavior (PHB) are only 32 as shown in Table 2.1. Table 2.2 represents the
detail PHB allocated to the DSCP value in Pool 1 (Standard Action).

T ABLE	
  2.1 	
  DSCP 	
  A LLOCATION	
  S PACE 	
 
Pool

Codepoint Space

Assignment Policy

1

xxxxx0

Standard Action

2

xxxx11

Experimental or Local Use

3

xxxx01

Experimental or Local Use (*)

where x could be “0” or “1”
(*) may be utilized for future Standards PHB as necessary)

T ABLE	
  2.2 	
  PHB 	
  M APPING	
 OF	
  P OOL	
  1 	
  DSCP	
 
DSCP

PHB

000000

Default PHB

xxx000

Class Selector PHB
NOTE: “xxx” represents class (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7)

cccdd0

Assured Forwarding (AF) PHB
NOTE:“ccc” represents class (1, 2, 3, 4)
“dd” represents drop precedence (1, 2, 3)

101110

Expedited Forwarding (EF) PHB

As shown in Table 2.2, the DSCP value in Pool 1 could specify the class with top three bits.
Since the output queue with dedicated bandwidth could be assigned to each class, the maximum
number of commonly available queue is nine (when use all the Class Selector PHB). It is not
sufficient for Industrial Backhaul as the same reason of PCP.
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Since the priority control is designed to aggregate multiple flows into a class, when using
priority control the real-time communications could be disturbed by other traffic. In addition,
low priority packets could cause jitter of forwarding time on high priority packets. Thus, the
priority control represented by IEEE802.1Q and DiffServ is not appropriate for the PA related
flows in the Industrial Backhaul, which requires ensured real-time communications.
The bandwidth control method is represented by Integrated Service (IntServ) [13]. IntServ
can eliminate the possibility of disturbance from other traffic by allocating the dedicated
bandwidth to a particular flow. Thus, it fits to the purpose of providing ensured real-time
communications.
A significant paradigm shift in network control functions, which is so called Software
Defined Network (SDN), is currently emerging. Before SDN, static QoS configuration and
static/dynamic routing control are mainly used for network configuration. Most of the dynamic
routing control employs versatile routing algorithms. In contrast, SDN separates the network
control functions and data forwarding functions. The network control functions provide network
configuration to the data forwarding functions from the outside. This architecture allows users
to operate network flexibly with user defined policy and algorithms. In addition, SDN allows
applications to input their requirements on network operation by providing the interface to
applications. Figure 2.2 (a) and (b) correspond to the existing network architecture and SDN
architecture. In SDN architecture, the packet forwarding functions are called the Data Plane
(this study calls it Data Forwarding Plane). The upper layer, which controls the network, is
called the Control Plane (this study calls it Network Control Plane). In addition, the upper layer
of the Network Control Plane is called the Application Plane, which sends particular requests to
the Network Control Plane. The interface between the Network Control Plane and the Data
Forwarding Plane is called the “southbound IF”. The typical protocols utilized for the
southbound IF are OpenFlow [14], OVSDB [15], and NETCONF [16]. The interface between
the Application Plane and the Network Control Plane is called the “northbound IF”. The typical
protocol utilized for the northbound IF is REST. The SDN architecture mentioned above allows
network control based on the traffic condition and request from applications. SDN allows
packet routing based on the information other than destination MAC or IP address, in contrast to
existing architecture. Moreover, SDN allows classifying packets based on any combination of
packet attributes, in contrast to existing QoS methods represented by DiffServ [17], which
classifies packets by Differentiated Service Code Point (DSCP) [18].
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In an OpenFlow based network, the functions controlling the network are centralized to a
device, which is so called OpenFlow Controller (OFC), to enable flexible and sophisticated
network control. OFC manages FlowTables in OpenFlow available Switch (OFS), which
contains packet-forwarding rules. Originally, the OpenFlow specification was focusing on
routing functions. However, OFS (compliant to version 1.3 or later) can guarantee minimum
bandwidth for each output queue. In other words, OpenFlow can provide bandwidth control
functions. The OpenFlow architecture allows OFSs to classify packets into flows to provide per
flow routing control and per flow bandwidth control according to the rule provided by OFC.
The OpenFlow (Version 1.3.1) allows users to define flows by combination of either of 40
attributes in the packets. The examples of the attributes are source/destination address, protocols
(TCP or UDP), source/destination port, DSCP, flow label [19]. In addition, the OFSs can
prepare output queues with dedicated minimum bandwidth on any output network port.
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Bandwidth control is achieved by specifying the output network port and output queue for each
flow that is defined by users based on their detailed requirements. Thus, OpenFlow allows
detailed and flexible bandwidth control. This means, the bandwidth control represented by
OpenFlow and IntServ is appropriate for the PA related flows in the Industrial Backhaul.

2.3 BANDWIDTH ALLOCATION
To use the bandwidth control functions, a particular amount of bandwidth shall be allocated
to the target flow.

When allocating the bandwidth manually, it is difficult to configure the

bandwidth in a timely manner, since the entire intermediate network devices on the path need to
be configured. In general, when using static bandwidth control, the bandwidth is allocated more
than the estimated amount to prepare the fluctuation of the traffic. Ref. [20] points that 50% of
unused bandwidth is allocated in general when using static bandwidth control. Such allocation
method is called over provisioning. Over provisioning in a static manner that makes a strong
declaim in the bandwidth efficiency. Thus, such inefficiency is not allowed in the Industrial
Backhaul within a vast site.
RSVP [21] has been designed to allocate bandwidth to a particular flow automatically. In
RSVP specification, end devices reserve the required bandwidth on the routers in the path when
the communications is initiated. Even though the reservation needs to follow the path change,
RSVP cannot know the changes in path since RSVP is not involved to routing function. Thus,
the bandwidth reservation procedure is repeated periodically rather than an event driven manner.
This means the bandwidth control does not work for a while when the path is changed. It may
allow packet loss or big jitter on real-time communications. Thus, the RSVP is not sufficient for
PA related flows in the Industrial Backhaul, since bandwidth allocation shall be maintained in
an event driven manner.
In OpenFlow environment, routing information can be centralized on OFC. The routing
information is helpful to maintain bandwidth allocation automatically. However, bandwidth
allocation is outside the scope of OpenFlow. Thus, OpenFlow itself cannot configure the
bandwidth on output queue.
Ref. [22] proposes API to automate the QoS configuration on OpenFlow network. This
approach allows the ability to combine routing configuration to QoS configuration. However, it
does not observe the actual propagation time. In addition, the proposed approach does not
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allocate bandwidth dynamically but utilizes multiple output queues on which bandwidths are
statically pre-allocated. The allocated bandwidth on OFS guarantees the minimum bandwidth
exclusively. Thus, the bandwidth would not be used by un-assigned traffic. Preparing static
exclusive bandwidth is not allowed in the Industrial Backhaul since it declines bandwidth
efficiency. Thus, dynamic bandwidth allocation is desired.
To allow bandwidth configuration on OFSs, OF-CONFIG [23] and OVSDB, and [24] are
developed. Combining these protocols with OpenFlow allows dynamic bandwidth configuration
as required. However, both of them provide framework to configure the OFSs. Algorithms to
allocate the bandwidth are required. In addition, OpenFlow allows OFC to monitor bandwidth
usage of each flow.

2.4 ASSESSMENT OF REAL-TIME COMMUNICATIONS
Ref. [22] and OpenQoS [25] proposes the means to assess the situation of network. However,
both of them monitor the bandwidth utilization of OFSs rather than packet propagation time.
OpenFlow and OVSDB allow monitoring the bandwidth utilization as well. Thus, the
combination of OpenFlow and OVSDB or OF-CONFIG allows monitoring bandwidth
utilization. However, both combinations do not allow real-time communications assessment.
RTP [26] addresses to dynamic real-time communications. In [26], RTCP is defined to control
RTP. RTCP provides reporting function of packet loss, jitter of arrival time, and propagation
time by involving sender device and receiver device. Based on the report packet sender adjust
the transmission rate. It is also possible to send the report to network management system and
reconfigure the network equipment based on the report. The reported propagation time is based
on Round Trip Time (RTT) as represented in Figure 2.3. In RTCP sender obtains the RTT (A in
Figure 2.3) by subtracting the timestamp at transmission of Sender Report (SR) from the
timestamp at reception of Receiver Report (RR). The receiver obtains the B by subtracting the
timestamp at reception of SR from the timestamp at transmission of RR.

The sender could

obtain the RTT propagation time by subtracting B from A.
However, many of the real-time communications in PA utilize UDP one-way packet. For
example, the PID control utilizes Publisher/Subscriber (Pub/Sub) type communications, which
is one-way communication using UDP packet. In addition, some particular protocols designed
for Remote Desktop, which would be used for Mobile HMI at the first phase, leverage UDP
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packet. Typical examples of such protocols are Remote Desktop Protocol (RDP) or PC over IP
(PCoIP). The reported time cannot be used for such one-way communications since network
does not guarantee symmetric path and symmetric traffic amount for both directions of a round
trip packet. Thus, unrelated network devices and traffic can affect the RTT based propagation
time. In addition, it is impossible to find the device to be reconfigured by end-to-end
measurement. With the reasons mentioned above, RTCP is insufficient for managing real-time
communications.
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NTP [27] and IEEE1588 [28] are the protocols to synchronize the clock among the network
devices. Those protocols also have a function to obtain the packet propagation time. However,
the obtained propagation time is based on RTT as same as RTCP. Thus, with the same reason of
RTCP, the NTP and IEEE1588 are insufficient for managing the real-time communications.

2.5 PREVENTION OF UNAUTHORIZED BANDWIDTH ALLOCATION
When allowing the bandwidth allocation automatically, a risk of improper bandwidth
allocation by unauthorized user is concerned. If an unauthorized user can reserve the dedicated
bandwidth improperly, a proper user cannot be allocated enough bandwidth required for
real-time communications. It is considered a type of the real-time communications disturbance.
RSVP-SQoS [29] proposes a method to prevent the unauthorized bandwidth allocation by
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RSVP. RSVP-SQoS authenticates path discovery message and bandwidth reservation message
with a digital signature. In addition, RSVP-SQoS introduces acknowledge messages for proper
message. This approach works for preventing unauthorized bandwidth allocation.
In OpenFlow available networks, bandwidth allocation is configured from the Network
Control Plane to the Data Forwarding Plane by using OVSDB or OF-CONFIG. By using
Transport Layer Security (TLS) [30] for the communications of OVSDB and OF-CONFIG, the
devices on the Network Control Plane and the Data Forwarding Plane could be mutually
authenticated. The Network Control Plane decides the bandwidth allocation based on its own
algorithms or requests from Application Plane. The communications between the Application
Plane and the Network Control Plane could be authenticated by TSL as well. In addition, the
Network Control Plane could authorize the requests by involving the authorization server such
as RADIUS [31] and Diameter [32]. Thus, the OpenFlow available networks could prevent the
unauthorized bandwidth allocation.

2.6 PREVENTION OF QOS SPOOFING ATTACKS
The intermediate equipment needs to distinguish the packet to classify in both bandwidth
control and priority control method,. For example, IntServ introduces flow definition by
transport connection between a given host pair: this means using packet attributes of (source
address, destination address, protocol, source port, destination port). In addition, DiffServ
utilizes DSCP to distinguish the packet priority. Thus, if an attacker transmits a number of
improper packets that spoof the real-time communications packets, it is possible to disrupt
real-time communications. In this study, such attacks are called QoS Spoofing Attacks. The
essential reason of QoS Spoofing Attacks is the impossibility of spoofing packet detection on
intermediate equipment before being consumed the output queue.

Thus, a method to detect the

spoofing packets on the intermediate equipment is required to prevent the QoS Spoofing
Attacks.
The most famous packet authenticating security protocol is IPsec [33] including IP
Authentication Header (AH) [34] and IP Encapsulated Security Payload (ESP) [35]. Especially,
AH protects the packet including IP header. However, the AH does not protect the DSCP field,
since DSCP value is can be changed by the intermediate network equipment in the path to the
destination. In addition, IPsec is designed based on End-to-End security architecture. This
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means only the receiving device can authenticate the packets as represented in Figure 2.4. Thus,
the intermediate network equipment cannot evaluate whether the packet is modified or not. The
other security protocols such as Secure Socket Layer (SSL) [36], TLS cannot be used for packet
authentication on the path with the same reason.
To prevent QoS Spoofing, Hob-by-Hop packet authentication is useful rather than
End-to-End authentication. As Figure 2.5 indicates, the MAC Authentication Function shall
authenticate packets before output queue is consumed. Lagutin has developed Packet Level
Authentication (PLA) [37] to allow packet authentication on intermediate network devices. PLA
has a good concept to detect the malicious packets by protecting the whole packet including IP
header to IP payload. However, it does not provide sufficient QoS protection. PLA does not
authenticate some IP header fields that could be changed in the path to the destination, like
IPsec. Some QoS methods use the rewritable fields. For example, DiffServ utilizes DSCP filed
to prioritize the packets. Ref. [38] indicates that Flow Label could be used for QoS as well. The
field to classify the packet depends on the QoS method. Therefore, to prevent the QoS Spoofing
Attacks, packet authentication shall allow protecting the field utilized by QoS methods
somehow, while they could be rewritable. For example, specifying the protected field would be
helpful to allow utilizing any field for QoS. However, PLA does not have such function. In
addition, PLA can introduce proprietary priority control like PCP of IEEE801.Q. However,
priority control is insufficient to ensure real-time communications as was previously mentioned.
As the consequence, the PLA has good concept of hop-by-hop packet authentication. However,
PLA is not appropriate since it does not work with bandwidth control.
Karlof et al. has developed TinySec [39] to provide Hop-by-Hop packet authentication as
well as PLA. TinySec has the following features: a) TinySec is Designed for low power WSN
and has small impact (10%) on energy consumption, delay, and bandwidth, b) TinySec
generates Message Authentication Code (MAC) with secret shared key to verify packet integrity.
c) TinySec authenticates packet sender, d) TinySec encrypts message, e) TinySec prevents
replay attacks. It protects whole packet by using hash-based algorithm, which is similar to
Keyed-Hashing for Message Authentication code (HMAC) [40]. However, it uses the
proprietary packet format to address a). Therefore, it is not compliant to any of Ethernet, WiFi
nor IP protocols. In addition, it does not provide QoS functionalities. Thus, TinySec is
insufficient for Industrial Backhaul.
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2.7 SUMMARY OF RELATED WORK
As was previously mentioned, a IntServ or OpenFlow available switch can provide sufficient
“(1) Bandwidth Control”. OVSDB or OF-CONFIG can provide “(2) Bandwidth Allocation”.
OVSDB or OF-CONFIG over TLS could provide “(4) Prevention of Unauthorized Bandwidth
Allocation” as well as RSVP-SQoS. However, “(3) Assessment of Real-time Communications”
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cannot be satisfied, since existing work that provides propagation time obtains the propagation
time based on RTT. In addition, “(5) Prevention of QoS Spoofing Attacks” could not be
satisfied, since existing work that provides Hop-by-Hop packet authentication does not address
making the authentication work with bandwidth control.
As a consequence of this subsection, to achieve the dependable real-time communications
management, following two functions shall be satisfied: “(3) Assessment to Real-time
Communications”, and “(5) Prevention of QoS Spoofing Attacks”.
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Chapter 3

CHALLENGES AND GOALS

3.1 CHALLENGES
As described in Subsection 1.2, the objectives of this study is to provide the dependable
real-time communications management by monitoring the packet propagation time and
preventing disturbance on real-time communications for PA operations over an Industrial
Backhaul. To achieve the objectives, five functions are required as introduced in Subsection 2.1.
However, two required functions are still insufficient.
Thus, to achieve the objectives, this study works on these two functions of “Assessment of
Real-time Communications”, and “Prevention of QoS Spoofing Attacks”. The detailed
challenges are described below.

3.1.1

ASSESSMENT OF REAL-TIME COMMUNICATIONS

As shown in Subsection 2.2 to 2.4, bandwidth control function is helpful to provide real-time
communications. The related work represented by [22] and [24] provides monitoring functions
of output queue of OpenFlow switches to reconfigure the bandwidth allocation based on the
actual queue usage. However, to assess whether the requirement for real-time communications
is satisfied a method to monitor the actual propagation time is required, since the propagation
time is the value to assess the real-time communications directly. In addition, the monitored
range shall be limited to the path of the targeted real-time communication flow to avoid the
impact of unrelated devices and traffic.
The means to monitor the bandwidth utilization obtains the utilization rate by dividing the
difference of two accumulated transmitted traffic amounts by the difference of monitored times.
The value obtained by this means is average value within the given time period. It cannot detect
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the peak of big traffic in relatively shorter period for monitoring cycle; such traffic is called
spike traffic in this study. Since the spike traffic can cause Timeout of the real-time
communications, the monitoring methods of propagation time shall be able to detect the spike
traffic.

3.1.2

PREVENTION OF QOS SPOOFING ATTACKS

As shown in Subsection 2.6, the intermediate network equipment needs to classify the
packets to differentiate the forwarding policy. To classify the packets on the intermediate
network equipment, the attributes on the packets are inspected. However, the attackers can
spoof the attributes of the packet, and it allows disrupting real-time communications. To prevent
such disruption of QoS Spoofing Attacks, the intermediate network equipment needs to detect
the spoofing packets before the output queue allocated to the real-time communications, such as
PID control, is consumed. On the other hand, many of the existing packet authentication
mechanisms take End-to-End security architecture. In such architecture, the intermediate
network equipment cannot authenticate the packets. PLA and TinySec have addressed
Hop-by-Hop authentication methods, however they are insufficient to protect the bandwidth
control. Thus, Hop-by-Hop packet authentication method addressed protecting the bandwidth
control is required to prevent the QoS Spoofing.

3.2 GOALS
As mentioned in Subsection 1.2 the objectives of this study is to provide the dependable
real-time communications management into the Industrial Backhaul. The dependable
management requires reliability to ensure the real-time communications even for the dynamic
traffic while satisfying the efficient bandwidth utilization. In addition, the management needs to
protect the real-time communications from malicious traffic, since the Industrial Backhaul is
considered as an untrusted network, which interconnects multiple Areas with different policies.
Based on the challenges mentioned above, this study develops two novel methods of
“management method for real-time communications based on packet propagation time
monitoring” and “Hop-by-Hop packet authentication method to protect the output queue” to
address “Assessment of Real-time Communications” and “Prevention of QoS Spoofing Attacks”
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respectively. The detailed goal of each method is described below.

3.2.1

MANAGEMENT METHOD FOR REAL-TIME COMMUNICATIONS BASED
ON PACKET PROPAGATION TIME MONITORING

This method provides dynamic real-time communications management function based on the
monitored packet propagation time automatically. This method shall allow measuring a
particular range of path rather than measuring RTT of the packet, since the actual real-time
communications in PA take one-way communications. This kind of measuring allows obtaining
the accurate propagation time.

This method shall allow detecting spike traffic to protect

real-time communications of them. These are novel features of this method. A proposed method
and detailed goals are described in Chapter 4.

3.2.2

HOP-BY-HOP PACKET AUTHENTICATION METHOD TO PROTECT THE
OUTPUT QUEUE

This method provides packet authentication on intermediate network equipment to prevent
QoS Spoofing Attacks. This method needs to protect the bandwidth allocated to the real-time
communications by detecting and discarding the spoofing packets on intermediate network
equipment before the allocated bandwidth is consumed. In addition, the authentication process
shall be provided within the allowed time for PA operation. This is a novel feature of this
method. The methods are described in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6. In Chapter 5, Hop-by-Hop
authentication method on the router is presented. In Chapter 6, integration of the Hop-by-Hop
packet authentication method described in Chapter 5 with bandwidth control on OpenFlow
available networks is presented. The detailed goals are described in each Chapter.
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Chapter 4

PMQFLOW:

OPENFLOW

BASED

REAL-TIME

COMMUNICATIONS MANAGEMENT METHOD

FOR

DYNAMIC TRAFFIC IN PROCESS AUTOMATION

4.1 INTRODUCTION
PA users are currently interested in networked operations in plants. There are many facilities
(Areas) in conventional plants and each is operated individually. Connecting Areas distributed
within a vast site with networks allows geographically separated environments to be managed
remotely. Thus, such networks can improve operational efficiency and safety since they enable
equipment installed in physically and chemically dangerous zones to be managed as required. In
addition, mobile operation terminals, which are so called mobile HMIs, would allow access to
data and applications from places, where instrumental equipment is working. The places are so
called Fields. Such data and applications used to be traditionally accessed from central
operation rooms. Thus, Mobile HMIs are expected to improve operational efficiency in the
field.
The networks connecting multiple Areas in plants are called the Industrial Backhaul. There
are some concerns about the Industrial Backhaul. Since the Industrial Backhaul is shared by
multiple users for multiple purposes, users are concerned with risks in real-time
communications and security. The Industrial Backhaul is commonly built in a ring topology as
indicated by the fact that many kinds of network switches designed for plants provide
redundancy features based on the ring topology. This is because networks installed on vast Sites
are too expensive to build in a mesh topology, which requires many links between Areas. Thus,
the network resources in the Industrial Backhaul are limited and need to be used efficiently. To
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address these concerns, ISA has developed a technical report [4] that defines the network
architecture for the Industrial Backhaul. The report suggests introducing QoS methods to the
Industrial Backhaul to enable real-time communications.
The ISA-TR100.15.01-2012 Backhaul Architecture model [4] has introduced typical
applications requiring real-time communications such as PID control using Field Devices
(sensors and actuators), Mobile HMIs, and Video Cameras. PA in this study means all the
applications required for plant operations including PID control, Video Cameras, and Mobile
HMIs. These applications require real-time communications. However, the characteristics of
real-time communications depend on the applications. For example, the traffic for PID control
is static and has no mobility. The traffic for Video Cameras is dynamic and has no mobility.
The traffic for mobile HMIs is dynamic and has mobility. Static HMIs monitor and operate
equipment as required. PA users commonly require HMIs to respond within one second to
avoid mis-operation. Thus, mobile HMIs are also required to respond within one second.
There has been much existing work on configuring network equipment to support dynamic
real-time communications. However, it has not provided the means to confirm whether the
given configurations satisfy the requirements for real-time communications. Thus, the
configurations have not been dependable. In other words, it has been impossible to provide
dependable management to real-time communications with the existing work.
The proposed method monitors the elapsed time to propagate packets (propagation time)
within a particular range in a path and the utilization of output queues of network devices to
detect changes in network status to reconfigure the bandwidth as required. The proposed
method was prototyped and evaluated. As a result, it was confirmed that the proposed method
could work to ensure dynamic real-time communications.
The rest of this chapter is structured as follows. Subsection 4.2 presents objectives and
challenges with this proposed method. Subsection 4.3 presents an overview, Subsection 4.4
presents the design, Subsection 4.5 presents a prototype, Subsection 4.6 explains our evaluation,
and Subsection 4.7 presents considerations. Subsection 4.8 concludes the chapter. The proposed
method in this chapter is called propagation time monitoring QoS with OpenFlow (pmqFlow).

4.2 OBJECTIVES AND CHALLENGES
The Industrial Backhaul needs to connect Areas distributed throughout a Site, while
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providing real-time communications to dynamic traffic, as was previously mentioned. Thus, the
main objective of pmqFlow was to ensure real-time communications in the Industrial Backhaul
to dynamically change PA traffic.
Related work, such as that by Kim et al. [22] and Sonkoly et al. [24] has tried to improve
existing QoS methods with automatic QoS configuration functions. However, it has not
provided the means to assess whether the provided configurations satisfy real-time
communications requirements. This means real-time communications have not been ensured.
Thus, pmqFlow has three goals to achieve this objective.

4.2.1

MANAGING REAL-TIME COMMUNICATIONS BASED ON PACKET
PROPAGATION TIME

The proposed method should assess whether the provided configurations satisfy the
requirements for real-time communications by monitoring the propagation time, as was
previously mentioned. After assessment, the method should update the configuration as required
to ensure real-time communications. The means of assessing the propagation time is a novel
feature of pmqFlow.

4.2.2

MANAGING REAL-TIME COMMUNICATIONS BASED ON BANDWIDTH
UTILIZATION

Bandwidth Utilization has a strong impact on real-time communications. Thus, the
monitoring function of Bandwidth Utilization should ensure real-time communications. When
the utilized bandwidth exceeds the allocated amount, additional bandwidth should be allocated.
When the utilized bandwidth falls below the allocated amount for a while, the unused
bandwidth should be identified as over provisioned. Thus, the function should release the
unused bandwidth to allocate it to other real-time communications. The observation of
Bandwidth Utilization is a required feature to efficiently utilize limited bandwidth.

4.2.3

RECOVERING WITHIN ONE SECOND

The required reconfiguration should be completed within the allowed time for the Mobile
HMI response time when detecting the timeout for real-time communications. The allowed time
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is one second, as was previously mentioned. It is impossible to completely prepare for all
sudden changes when taking the dynamic configuration approach. Thus, this method should
prevent continuous timeouts by reconfiguring the OFSs within one second. This approach
minimizes the risk of duplicated operations.
The required performance for reconfiguration depends on the size of the Industrial Backhaul.
This study defined a reference plant model in which the Industrial Backhaul connects ten Areas
via OFSs and 18,000 Field Devices (site: 260 ha, Areas: 10, Field Devices: 18,000). The
reference plant model was defined by referring to one of the world’s biggest plants (Shell
Nanhai). If pmqFlow satisfies the goals under these conditions, pmqFlow can be applied to most
plants around the world.

4.3 OVERVIEW OF PMQFLOW
4.3.1

FUNDAMENTAL POLICY

There are many kinds of devices in plants, such as Field Devices, Video Cameras, and
Mobile HMIs. Field devices impose especially strong constraints on computing resources.
pmqFlow is designed to leverage intermediate equipment rather than modifying various existing
end devices to make pmqFlow an end device agnostic approach.
“Managing real-time communications based on packet propagation time” without changing
end devices, network equipment needs to provide functions to monitor propagation time and to
dynamically allocate bandwidth to achieve goal (1). In addition, “Managing real-time
communications based on bandwidth utilization”, network equipment needs to provide
functions to monitor bandwidth utilization and dynamic bandwidth allocation to achieve goal
(2). OpenFlow available devices can provide a bandwidth utilization monitoring function in
addition to ensured bandwidth control. OVSDB allows dynamic bandwidth allocation to the
output queues of OFSs. Moreover, equipment needs to provide particular processing to measure
the propagation time with network equipment. OpenFlow provides a common framework to
modify and forward packets. Thus, the combination of OpenFlow and OVSDB can provide
most of the functions required by pmqFlow, such as monitoring bandwidth utilization,
reconfiguring bandwidth allocation, and processing functions. Thus, pmqFlow has been
designed over this combination.
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The Industrial Backhaul is expensive, as was previously mentioned. Thus, bandwidth should
be allocated dynamically as required to improve the efficiency of bandwidth utilization. Static
over provisioning, on the other hand, improves the reliability of real-time communications even
when unpredicted occasions occur, which is a trade-off. pmqFlow has a policy that gives
priority to dynamic bandwidth allocation to improve the efficiency of bandwidth utilization,
while minimizing the risk of disruptions to real-time communications.

4.3.2

PROPOSED STRUCTURE

Figure 4.1 has an overview of pmqFlow. The Industrial Backhaul interconnects Areas
distributed throughout the plant and is built with a ring topology, as was mentioned in
Subsection 4.1. Each link can be several kilometers as the plant site is vast. Thus, the links can
be comprised of optical fiber cable (1 Gbps). Each Area in Figure 4.1 is represented as an edge
network. One of the connected Areas is the central control room. Eighteen hundred of the Field
Devices are evenly distributed in the other nine areas (a totally of 18,000 Field Devices in 10
Areas). In addition, Mobile HMIs and Video Cameras are utilized in the plant. According to the
Fieldbus Foundation [5] and Success Stories [41], 90 Static HMIs are used in huge scale plants
like Shell Nanhai. Thus, nine Static HMIs are evenly assigned to each Area. Mobile HMIs are
devices that complement static HMIs. Thus, the number of Mobile HMIs is supposed to be five
(half the number of Static HMIs). Video Cameras are considered to be devices that complement
sensors. Thus, the number of the Video Cameras is also supposed to be five as Mobile HMIs. In
addition, 100 of the PCs are evenly located in each Area for ordinary office work, which do not
require real-time communications. As was previously explained, the Industrial Backhaul needs
to ensure dynamic and static real-time communications while allowing non real-time
communications.
pmqFlow prepares a real-time communication manager (RCM), which monitors propagation
time and bandwidth utilization on OFSs to reconfigure them as required to ensure real-time
communications. RCM is placed on OFC to immediately utilize collected information.
The OpenFlow specifications recommend that a dedicated channel (secure channel) be
prepared for communications between OFC and OFS. However, this is not permitted when
dedicated networks are only installed for management purposes at vast plant sites. Thus, the
author designed a secure channel so that it overlaid the Data Forwarding Plane provided by
OFSs, as was proposed by Koide and Shimonishi [42].
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4.4 DESIGN OF PMQFLOW
pmqFlow monitors the propagation time of packets and the bandwidth utilization of output
queues to reconfigure the Allocated Bandwidth to manage real-time communications on the
Industrial Backhaul. This subsection introduces the range of communication paths to be
monitored and the means of carrying out measurements. In addition, a means of utilizing
measured data is introduced. Finally, the role of each function is clarified.

4.4.1

PROPAGATION TIME MONITORING

The range to be monitored should be clarified to achieve the goal of (1) “Managing real-time
communications based on packet propagation time”. Figure 4.2 breaks down the end-to-end
propagation time into the entity level to analyze the delay making entity based on Bellovin [43]
and Prasad et al. [44]. The end-to-end propagation time is represented as Tee. The time from the
application to the network driver, and vice versa, is called the overhead. The time from the
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network driver to the network medium, and vice versa, is called serialization. TS means the sum
of the overhead and serialization on the sending device (device-x). Overhead and serialization
occur in the reverse direction on the receiving device (device-y). TR means the sum of the
overhead and serialization on device-y. The transmitted packet is propagated by more than one
medium and forwarded by more than one piece of network equipment such as the switch and
router. Each required propagation time is represented as T1, T2, …, Tn in Figure 4.2. In a similar
way, each required forwarding time is represented as F1, F2, …, Fn. Their total values are
represented as Ttotal and Ftotal. Tee is represented in Eq. (4.1), Ttotal is represented in Eq. (4.2),
and Ftotal is represented in Eq. (4.3).
TS and TR would be fixed values when the loads of the devices were fixed. Since Ttotal is the
physical propagation time, it is possible to obtain Ttotal when the path is defined. The path is
completely managed by OFC in the OpenFlow environment. This means that the TS, TR, and
actual Ttotal do not need to be measured since theoretical values can be used. However, Ftotal
means the time to forward packets on network equipment such as OFSs. The time will be
affected by the amount of traffic. The amount of traffic is not theoretically obtained by OFC,
since it depends on applications. Thus, the time to be observed to obtain the propagation time is
Ftotal.
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Ftotal in Figure 4.2 is the sum of the forwarding time from the closest OFS to the sender
(OFS1) to the closest OFS to the receiver (OFSn). However, it is inefficient to measure the
forwarding time on each OFS in a one-by-one manner. Thus, pmqFlow measures the value of
TT, which is given in Eq. (4.4), where Ttotal’ means Ttotal without T1 and Tn+1, as shown in Eq.
(4.5). TT is equivalent to the total required time from OFS1 to OFSn. Thus, TT is obtained as
the difference in the passing times on OFS1 and OFSn.
𝑇𝑇 = 𝐹!"!#$ + 𝑇!"!#$ ′  

(4.4)

𝑇!"!#$ ′ = 𝑇!"!#$ − 𝑇! + 𝑇!!!   

(4.5)

OFC periodically transmits measurement packets to OFS1 to monitor the propagation time.
OFS1 forwards the measurement packets to the next hop device. When the measurement
packets arrive at OFSn, OFSn sends the packets to OFC. To obtain TT, OFS1 and OFSn obtain
timestamps to place them in the packets. Obtaining timestamps in OFSs rather than OFC allows
the impact of packet propagation time to be eliminated between OFS and OFC. The monitoring
cycle should be defined for each flow based on the requirements for real-time communications.
pmqFlow involves an assumption that the target flows to be monitored are specified by
5-tuples in most cases. In other words, the UDP or TCP port number will be used to specify the
target flow since the requirements for real-time communications depend on the application. In
addition, the source address and destination address are required to specify the monitored range.
However, specifying the address of each device would increase the monitoring load and would
consume too much processing time on OFC. Thus, the addresses should be specified with
aggregated addresses assigned to each Area to achieve goal (3) of “recovering within one
second”. The aggregated address can be represented with a mask. For example, when using an
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IPv4

address,

the

specified

tuples

would

be

{source_address=10.1.0.0/16,

destination_address=10.0.0.0/24, protocol=UDP, source_port=any, destination_port=1090}; this
is equivalent to {source_Area, destination_Area, application}.

4.4.2

BANDWIDTH UTILIZATION MONITORING

Each flow needs to be assigned to a particular output queue on a particular output network
port to provide real-time communications in an OpenFlow environment. Each output queue is
allocated a particular bandwidth. While the traffic is less than the Allocated Bandwidth,
forwarding is guaranteed. However, if the traffic exceeds the Allocated Bandwidth, the
exceeded traffic shares the default queue. This could cause long delays or packet losses
depending on the traffic situation in the default queue.
pmqFlow monitors bandwidth utilization for this reason. The targets of monitoring are output
queues assigned to the target flow of all OFSs on the path. OFC periodically requests all OFSs
to report utilization of the monitored queue and store the obtained data in the internal
management table. The monitoring interval should be configured based on the requirements for
the real-time communications of each flow. Goal (2) of “Managing real-time communications
based on bandwidth utilization” is achieved with this monitoring function.

4.4.3

MONITORED DATA ANALYSIS

pmqFlow controls network equipment based on the monitored data to satisfy real-time
communications. The obtained propagation time is used to detect and predict Timeout. When
the propagation time exceeds a predefined timeout value, the traffic is considered to exceed the
Allocated Bandwidth in the corresponding output queue. Thus, additional bandwidth should be
allocated to all corresponding output queues on the path of the flow. The Timeout value and the
amount of bandwidth to be added should be defined based on the requirements for the real-time
communications of each flow.
The bandwidth utilization that is obtained should be used to detect and predict situations in
which traffic exceeds the Allocated Bandwidth (Bandwidth Exceedance). When Bandwidth
Exceedance is detected or predicted, additional bandwidth should be allocated to the output
queue on corresponding OFSs. In addition, when unused bandwidth for a particular period is
detected, the bandwidth should be released. The particular period to release the unused
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bandwidth and amount of released bandwidth should be defined based on the requirements for
the real-time communications of each flow.
When the change in propagation time or bandwidth utilization has a particular inclination,
Timeouts can be prevented by prediction. Thus, pmqFlow is designed to predict Timeouts and
Bandwidth Exceedance by statistically analyzing the obtained propagation time and bandwidth
utilization. pmqFlow leverages the least square algorithm, which is commonly used to obtain
inclination, to obtain the inclination of the change in obtained data. pmqFlow represents the
inclination in a linear function to minimize calculations. The means to predict Timeouts is
described below.
The value of Tee at time t (Tee(t)) is represented as Eq. (4.6) with the least square linear
function
𝑇𝑒𝑒 𝑡 = 𝑎𝑡 + 𝑏 ,  

(4.6)

where “a” means the slope and “b” means the intercept. The predicted remaining time to
Timeout occasion (Ttimeout) is obtained with Eq. (4.7)
𝑇!"#$%&!   =

!!"# !!!"#
!

,

(4.7)

where Pnow means the current propagation time, Pmax means the maximum limit of propagation
time (Timeout value), and “a” means the slope derived with Eq. (4.6). When Ttimeout is smaller
than a predefined value (minimum time to execute prevention procedure), additional bandwidth
is allocated as well as Timeout detection.
Bandwidth utilization at time t is also obtained with a linear function like that in Eq. (4.7) to
predict Bandwidth Exceedance. In this case, Ttimeout should be replaced with the time when
Bandwidth Exceedance is predicted to occur. Pmax should be replaced with the current
bandwidth allocation. Pnow should be replaced with the current bandwidth utilization.
Six values should be configured for each flow based on the requirements for real-time
communications: i) a monitoring cycle, ii) a Timeout value, iii) the time to release unused
bandwidth, iv) the unit amount of unused bandwidth to be released, v) the unit amount of
bandwidth to be added when Timeout is detected or predicted, and vi) the minimum time to
execute prevention procedure, as was previously mentioned. These values in pmqFlow are
considered to be the parameters to tune the response time or efficiency of bandwidth utilization.
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4.4.4

FUNCTIONAL MODEL

Figure 4.3 outlines the functional relationships of pmqFlow, where OFS1 and OFSn
correspond to OFS1 and OFSn in Figure 4.1. The unique functions in pmqFlow, in contrast to
the common environment integrated with the combination of OpenFlow and OVSDB, are
indicated by the bold ellipses. The solid arrows represent informational interactions. The double
dashed arrows represent the flow of measurement packets. The monitoring of propagation time
is achieved by RCM and the packet handlers. The monitoring of bandwidth utilization is
achieved by RCM and the OpenFlow stack. There is a detailed description of each function in
what follows.
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(1) Real-time Communication Manager (RCM)
RCM manages real-time communications and provides two unique monitoring functions such
as propagation time monitoring and bandwidth utilization monitoring. In addition, RCM
provides an analysis function for the obtained data to reconfigure the allocated bandwidth.
pmqFlow achieves the goals of (1) “Managing real-time communications based on packet
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propagation time” and (2) “Managing real-time communications based on bandwidth utilization”
with RCM. Since pmqFlow needs to monitor and respond promptly, RCM has been designed as
an extension of OFC.
Propagation time monitoring is achieved with periodical measurement packets. RCM utilizes
a “Packet_out” message to request OFS1 to transmit a measurement packet. When the
measurement packet returns to RCM from OFSn, the “Packet_in” message is utilized. Both
“Packet_out” and “Packet_in” are parts of OpenFlow compliant messages. OFC obtains the
propagation time from the difference between two timestamps placed in OFS1 and OFSn. This
monitoring function is a unique characteristic of pmqFlow.
RCM requests OFSs to provide statistics data to monitor bandwidth utilization. This
monitoring function utilizes the “Flow_Stats” message, which is also part of the OpenFlow
compliant message. RCM analyzes the obtained data, as described in Subsection 4.4.3.

This

monitoring function is a unique characteristic of pmqFlow and has not been introduced in
research such as that by Sonkoly et al. [24].

(2) Topology Manager
Path information is required to monitor the propagation time and bandwidth utilization. Path
information is also utilized for bandwidth allocation in the output queues on OFSs. This
manager probes and manages the connecting information of network interfaces of OFSs and
devices in the Topology Table.

(3) Event Handler
RCM was designed as a dedicated function for purposes of real-time communications
management to achieve the goal of (3)”Recovering within one second”. Thus, the events not
related to this purpose should be handled by other functions. The Event Hander dispatches the
events to appropriate functions such as RCM and the Topology Manager. In addition, this
hander dispatches the events from other functions in OFC to appropriate OFSs.

(4) OpenFlow Stack
OpenFlow is a protocol to exchange information, such as routing configurations and event
information, between OFC and OFS.

Requests to send measurement packets, notations of
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packet arrivals, and bandwidth monitoring are achieved with OpenFlow messages. Thus, the
OpenFlow stack is an essential entity for the goals of (1) “Managing real-time communications
based on packet propagation time” and (2) “Managing real-time communications based on
bandwidth utilization”.

(5) Config Manager/Agent
pmqFlow reallocates the bandwidth to the output queue in OFSs as required to achieve the
goals of (1) “Managing real-time communications based on packet propagation time” and (2)
“Managing real-time communications based on bandwidth utilization”. These Manager/Agent
functions allow bandwidth reconfigurations. These reconfigurations are not enabled by
OpenFlow.

(6) Packet Handler
pmqFlow requires OFS1 and OFSn to place timestamps on measurement packets to achieve
the goal of (1) “Managing real-time communications based on packet propagation time”. Thus,
pmqFlow is designed to leverage the Packet Handler in OFS to place timestamps in
measurement packets, since it originally had functions to rewrite packets.
Since the Packet Hander in OpenFlow can rewrite IP addresses (including IPv4 and IPv6) and
IPv6 has enough length to contain timestamps, the author designed IPv6 packets to be utilized
as measurement packets and placed the timestamps in IPv6 address fields. OFS1 and OFSn
specifically placed the timestamps in the source address field for the former and the destination
address field for the latter. pmqFlow minimized the additional function by leveraging existing
functions. This design worked for the goal of (3) “Recovering within one second”.
The packet rewriting function compliant with OpenFlow in OFS was limited to decreasing
the Hop Limit or replacing the values in particular fields to static values. Thus, placing dynamic
values (i.e., timestamps) involved unique processing by pmqFlow. The propagation time
obtained by using this design contained the processing time to obtain timestamps and place the
timestamps in packets. Thus, the predefined Timeout value needed to take into account such
processing times. The processing values should specifically be added to predefined Timeout
values.
The measurement packets need to trace all the output queues in the path that the target flow
goes through. The timestamps should be taken before the measurement packets are forwarded at
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OFS1 and after the packets are forwarded at OFSn. Thus, OFSn needs to obtain the timestamps
after transmission has been completed from the specified output queue. pmqFlow leverages a
function of IEEE1588 that allows obtaining the timestamps written in the network interface The
first timestamp when a request to send a measurement packet (i.e., Packet_out) arrives at OFS1
needs to be detected to obtain an accurate forwarding time. Thus, the timestamp is obtained
immediately in OFS1 right after the request is detected. Obtaining the timestamp only for the
measurement packets avoids impact on actual packets in real-time communications since
pmqFlow does not change the actual packets in real-time communications. In addition, this
design helps to minimize additional load on OFS1. However, the duration from when requests
are received to when timestamps are obtained is not included in the measured propagation time.
Thus, the predefined Timeout value needs to take into account this duration. The duration
should specifically be removed from the predefined Timeout value.

(7) Time Manager
pmqFlow obtains the propagation time from the difference between two timestamps to
achieve the goal of (1) “Managing real-time communications based on packet propagation time”.
The timestamps are obtained at different OFSs. Thus, the clocks on multiple OFSs involved in
obtaining the propagation time should be synchronized. The time manager helps to synchronize
the clocks between the devices that are involved.

4.5 PROTOTYPE
The author prototyped pmqFlow based on the previously explained design. The functions
developed for pmqFlow are marked with an asterisk (*) in Figure 4.3. The purpose and detailed
descriptions of the prototype are explained in what follows.

4.5.1

PURPOSE OF PROTOTYPE

The main purpose of the prototype was to confirm whether the design could achieve the two
goals of (1) “Managing real-time communications based on packet propagation time” and (2)
“Managing real-time communications based on bandwidth utilization” by confirming
bandwidth reconfigurations based on the monitored data. In addition, another purpose of this
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prototype was to confirm whether the design could achieve the goal of (3) “Recovering within
one second” by measuring the performance of the prototype.

4.5.2

STRUCTURE OF PROTOTYPE

Figure 4.4 outlines the structure of the prototype. Each component of OFC, OFS1, OFS2,
Dev1, Dev2, and Perf1 has an Intel Core i7-2700 CPU, with 8 Gbytes of DDR3 SDRAM. OFC
had the Ubuntu 12.04.1 Operating System. The other devices had the Ubuntu Server 12.04.2
LTS Operating System. All of the network media were 100 Base-T to make the effect of
pmqFlow noticeable.

OFC
Dev1

Real/0me2
Communica0on2
Manager2

iperf

iperf

OFS1

Packet2
Handler2

Perf1

Packet2
Handler2

Q4
Q3
Q2
Q1

Dev2
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OFS2

Q0

Transmission2Queues
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The components in the prototype were based on those in Figure 4.3. OFC was developed on
Trema-edge [45] since it supported IPv6. OFSs were developed on Openvswitch-2.1.2 [46]
since it supported IPv6 and it allowed configuration via OVSDB. Openvswitch-2.1.2 was
slightly modified to add functions required for pmqFlow. The details on the prototyped devices
are in what follows.

(1) OpenFlow Controller
pmqFlow leverages the OpenFlow Stack, Event Handler, and Topology Manager provided by
Trema-edge, since Trema-edge can provide sufficient functions. Thus, the developed functions
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in OFC were RCM and CONFIG Manager (CM).
RCM has a network analysis function as well as the two monitoring functions of propagation
time monitoring and bandwidth utilization monitoring, as was described in Subsection 4.4. The
network analysis function has five observation points: Timeout detection, Timeout prediction,
Bandwidth Exceedance detection, Bandwidth Exceedance prediction, and unused bandwidth
detection.
RCM requests OFS1 and OFS2 to place timestamps on the measurement packets. The author
designed the use of UDP packets that had 0x5555 on both the Source Port field and the
Destination Port field to distinguish measurement packets. Any fields and values would work
well as long as packets could be distinguished. OFC registers appropriate rules by specifying
the fields in which to place the timestamps into the FlowTables of both OFSs to allow OFS1 to
place timestamps in the Source Address field and OFS2 to place them in the Destination
Address field. OVSDB was chosen to configure the bandwidth size of the output queue on each
OFS based on the design introduced in Subsection 4.4.1. Thus, CM was OVSDB compliant.

(2) OpenFlow Switches
Openvswitch2.1.2 provides the OpenFlow Stack and Packet Handler. In addition, it provides
an OVSDB available agent as a CONFIG Agent. Since the OpenFlow Stack and CONFIG
Agent have sufficient functions for pmqFlow, pqmFlow utilizes the provided OpenFlow Stack
and CONFIG Agent. Thus, only the Packet Handler was developed.
The developed Packet Handler identifies measurement packets when received packets have a
value of 0x5555 in both the Source Port and Destination Port as registered in the FlowTable.
OFS1 rewrites the Source Address and OFS2 rewrites the Destination Address. Since the main
purpose of the prototype was to confirm bandwidth allocation based on the measured
propagation time and bandwidth utilization, OFS1 was defined as the target OFS for monitoring
and reconfiguration. Thus, the timestamp obtained in OFS2 was that obtained before forwarding
instead of the recorded timestamp in the output NIC of OFS1 and OFS2.
Since the propagation time is obtained by using the difference between the two timestamps,
all involved OFSs need to synchronize their clocks. The Network Time Protocol (NTP) was
chosen for synchronization in this prototype since NTP can provide sufficient accuracy (a few
ms) for the required response time (one second) of Mobile HMIs.
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4.6 EVALUATION
The behavior and performance of the proposed method in the environment introduced in
Subsection 4.5 was evaluated. The evaluation environment is the same as that in Figure 4.4. The
device that was to be monitored was OFS1. OFS2 was prepared to measure the propagation
time without using the IEEE1588 available NIC. iperf (ver. 2.0.5) [47] was installed on Dev1,
Dev2, and Perf1 to generate disturbance traffic. OFC monitored the propagation time between
OFS1 and OFS2 to detect and predict the Timeout caused by the forwarding delay on OFS1. In
addition, OFC monitored the bandwidth utilization of the output queue on OFS1 to detect
unused bandwidth as well as to detect and predict Bandwidth Exceedance. Five output queues
of Q0 to Q4 were configured on OFS1. The assigned traffic for each output queue is
summarized in Table 4.1. Q1 is assigned to the assumed overlaid OpenFlow traffic between
OFSs and OFC. Q2 is assigned to the assumed traffic of about 1500 Field Devices. The traffic
assigned to Q1 and Q2 is considered to be static. Thus, static traffic and an equivalent amount to
the allocated bandwidth are transmitted to Q1 and Q2. Dynamic traffic is assigned to Q3 and Q4.
The assumed amounts of traffic per session are listed in the Assumed Traffic column in Table
4.1. Q0 means the default output queue. Traffic other than the traffic assigned to Q1 to Q4
utilizes Q0. In addition, the traffic assigned to Q1 to Q4 utilizes Q0 when it exceeds the
allocated bandwidth. Measurement packets should be as large as possible to make the impact
caused by disturbance traffic noticeable. Thus, the measurement packets were a maximum of
1384 bytes in length, which could be encapsulated in Packet_out messages without being
fragmented. The results obtained from evaluations are presented in what follows.

T ABLE	
  4.1 	
  C ONFIGURATION	
 OF	
  P ROPAGATION	
  T IME	
  M ONITORING	
  T EST 	
 
Queue ID

Application

Assumed Traffic

Allocated Bandwidth

[Mbps]

[Mbps]

0.7 to 2.5

Depends

Q4

Video Camera

Q3

Mobile HMI

0 to 8

Depends

Q2

PID Control

9

8

Q1

OpenFlow

2

2

Q0

Others

N/A

Others

Depends: defined in each evaluation
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4.6.1

MANAGING REAL-TIME COMMUNICATIONS BASED ON PACKET
PROPAGATION TIME

Whether pmqFlow could detect and predict Timeouts by monitoring the propagation time to
add bandwidth as required was evaluated. In addition, the effect of added bandwidth for
real-time communications was evaluated. Mobile HMI traffic assigned to Q3 was monitored in
this evaluation. Traffic from attachments of Mobile HMIs and frequent desktop refreshment
was emulated. The monitoring cycle was one second to align with the goal of (3) “Recovering
within one second”. The predefined Timeout value was 5 ms. The following indicates how the
predefined Timeout value was obtained. The target range of monitoring (TT) is given in Eq.
(4.8).
𝑇𝑇 = 𝑇!! − 𝑇𝑆 + 𝑇𝑅 − 𝑇! + 𝑇!!!   

(4.8)

The measured propagation time obtained by pmqFlow (MT) is given in a strict sense in Eq.
(4.9). The time to match the packet (FT) should be subtracted from TT. In addition, the
processing time to obtain and place a timestamp (PT) should be added to TT.
𝑀𝑇 = 𝑇𝑒𝑒 − 𝑇𝑆 + 𝑇𝑅 − 𝑇! + 𝑇!!! − 𝐹𝑇 + 𝑃𝑇   

(4.9)

The predefined Timeout value of MT (MTTO) is given in Eq. (4.10)
𝑀𝑇𝑇𝑂 = 𝑇𝑒𝑒𝑇𝑂 − 𝑇𝑆 + 𝑇𝑅 − 𝑇! + 𝑇!!! − 𝐹𝑇 + 𝑃𝑇 ,  

(4.10)

where TeeTO means the timeout value of Tee in Figure 4.2. PT only occurs in measurement
packets and the value does not depend on application traffic. Thus, pmqFlow treats PT as a
fixed value.
MTTO is specifically obtained as follows. First, TeeTo is defined as one second to align it
with the target for the response time of Mobile HMIs. The total processing time on the HMI
server and mobile terminal is estimated to 0.7 s based on Rhee et al. [48]. This estimated time
corresponds to the TS+TR in Figure 4.2. The assumed CPU on mobile terminals is equivalent to
that of Intel Core i5. When the rest of the 1 s is allocated to the round trip time (RTT), 150 ms is
assigned to each one-way communication. A relatively larger value than the Industrial Backhaul
(i.e., 90 ms) is allocated to the Edge Network (i.e., T1+Tn+1) since it is outside the target of
monitoring and controlling. The remaining 60 ms is assigned to the Industrial Backhaul (i.e.,
TT). When dividing 60 ms with the maximum number of OFSs (10), 6 ms is the time allowed
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for forwarding in each OFS. The actual PT is 0.002 ms and FT is 0.011 ms. Thus, MTTO is
5.991 ms from Eq. (4.10). 5 ms is set for MTTO to more sensitively detect Timeouts. Note that
PT is obtained by using the difference between the required forwarding time for measurement
packets and non-measurement packets in OFS1; both packets are sent by OFC on Packet_out
messages. The forwarding time is obtained by monitoring both sides of OFS1 with Wireshark
[49]. Each forwarding time is the average of 100 trials. The observed times for measurement
and non-measurement packets are summarized in Table 4.2. PT is 0.002 ms, which was derived
from both average times.

T ABLE	
  4.2 	
  M EASUREMENT	
  R ESULT	
 TO	
  O BTAIN	
  PT	
 
Maximum

Average

Minimum

Measurement Packet

0.551

0.512

0.472

Non-measurement Packet

0.539

0.510

0.478

Unit: ms

FT was obtained from the difference in the forwarding times under two conditions. OFS1 has
one FlowTable under the first condition. OFS1 has two FlowTables under the second condition,
and the actual forwarding rule is registered in the second FlowTable. The forwarding time was
obtained in the same way as PT. The obtained forwarding times are listed in Table 4.3. FT is
0.011 ms, which was derived from both average times.

T ABLE	
  4.3 	
  M EASUREMENT	
  R ESULT	
 FOR	
 TO	
  O BTAIN	
  FT	
 
Maximum

Average

Minimum

One FlowTable

0.128

0.064

0.006

Two FlowTables

0.163

0.075

0.005

Unit: ms

RCM adds bandwidth to eliminate the Timeout occasion when Timeout occurs. In that case,
RCM gradually increases bandwidth 1 Mbps at a time so that large amounts of unused
bandwidth are not created. The unused period to release the bandwidth is defined as 10 s. When
unused bandwidth is detected, RCM gradually reduces allocated bandwidth 1 Mbps at a time.
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Since Q4 was not monitored, a static bandwidth of 2.5 Mbps was allocated and traffic of 2.5
Mbps was transmitted to it. To make Timeout noticeable, traffic of 100 Mbps was transmitted to
Q0.
Traffic of 6.5 Mbps was transmitted as the base traffic of Mobile HMIs in this evaluation. In
addition, traffic of 8 Mbps was periodically transmitted for 500 ms each second (Spike Traffic)
to confirm bandwidth allocation. Spike Traffic can cause Timeout since it requires 8 Mbps at a
time. However, this may be identified as 4 Mbps on average. Thus, it is considered that
periodical monitoring of bandwidth utilization cannot detect this Bandwidth Exceedance, while
the monitoring propagation time can detect such Spike Traffic. Thus, Spike Traffic detection
was able to be evaluated.
Figure 4.5 plots the results obtained from evaluation. The bold solid line represents the
Allocated Bandwidth. The thin solid line represents the Used Bandwidth. The Used Bandwidth
is obtained by using the proposed monitoring function of Bandwidth Utilization. These lines
correspond to the left scale. The dashed line represents the Propagation Time, which
correspondents to the right scale. The open diamonds in the graph mean the detection of
Timeout, the open triangles mean the detection of Bandwidth Exceedance, the open squares
mean the prediction of Bandwidth Exceedance, and the open circles mean the detection of
unused bandwidth.
Spike Traffic was transmitted after 100 s in this evaluation, which transiently caused a long
propagation time of 567.523 ms. At this time, RCM detected Timeout to add bandwidth. RCM
gradually added bandwidth. When the allocated bandwidth reached 15 Mbps, Timeout was
eliminated. The amount of 15 Mbps was almost equivalent to the sum of base traffic (6.5 Mbps)
and Spike Traffic (8 Mbps). The results from this evaluation indicated that pmqFlow could
detect Timeout and allocate bandwidth to eliminate it. However, RCM could not predict
Timeout.
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4.6.2

MANAGING REAL-TIME COMMUNICATIONS BASED ON BANDWIDTH
UTILIZATION

Whether pmqFlow could allocate and release bandwidth on monitored output queues based
on actual Bandwidth Utilization was evaluated to achieve efficient Bandwidth Utilization. This
evaluation monitored Video Camera traffic assigned to Q4. The traffic caused by added sessions,
terminated sessions, and resolution changes were emulated. The monitoring cycle was one
second to align with goal (3) of “Recovering within one second”. The Timeout was 5 ms. When
Bandwidth Exceedance was detected or predicted, RCM allocated bandwidth. Bandwidth was
released when unused bandwidth was detected. The predefined Timeout value and unit of
released bandwidths were the same as those in the evaluation in Subsection 4.6.1.
Since Q3 was not monitored, a static bandwidth of 8 Mbps was allocated and traffic of 8
Mbps was transmitted to it. Traffic of 50 Mbps was transmitted to Q0 to avoid Timeout
occasions in this evaluation.
Figure 4.6 presents the results obtained from evaluation. The lines and symbols have the
same meanings as those in Figure 4.5. Figure 4.6 indicates that RCM detected Bandwidth
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Exceedance to reallocate additional bandwidth around times of 24–40 s and 70–90 s; Bandwidth
Utilization was suddenly increased during both periods. We can see that additional Bandwidth
Utilization was predicted and additional bandwidth was reallocated around 90–95 s. The unused
bandwidth was released after 105 s. These results indicate that pmqFlow could detect and
predict Bandwidth Exceedance to allocate bandwidth. In addition, they also indicate RCM could
detect and release unused bandwidth.
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4.6.3

RECOVERING WITHIN ONE SECOND

RCM periodically performs a series of eight processes: A) transmitting measurement packets,
B) receiving transmitted measurement packets, C) detecting and predicting Timeout, D)
requesting statistics of output queues on OFS1, E) receiving statistics, F) detecting and
predicting Bandwidth Exceedance, G) requesting bandwidth allocation of output queues (if
required), and H) receiving the response for bandwidth allocation (if required). Thus, four
evaluations (I–IV) are carried out to obtain the performance of pmqFlow. Each value
represented below is the average of 100 measurements.
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I.

Time to monitor propagation time
Processes A) to C) are classified into propagation time monitoring. They are performed once

in a monitoring cycle. The Timeout value is specified in Subsection 4.6.1. This processing time
is obtained from the difference between two internal timestamps at RCM. The results are
outlined in Figure 4.7. The required time was 1.794 ms on average.

OFC
A) Transmit Measurement
Packet
MAX : 1.890
AVE : 1.794
MIN : 1.630
Unit [ms]

MAX : 0.548
AVE : 0.522
MIN : 0.500
Unit [ms]
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Packet

Measurement
Packet

B) Receive Measurement
Packet
C) Propagation Time
exceedance detection and
prediction
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AVE : 0.654
MIN : 0.630
Unit [ms]

Measurement
Packet

D) Request Flow_stats

Flow_stats
request
Get Status

E) Receive Flow_stats
F) Bandwidth exceedance
detection and prediction

Flow_stats
response
Update request

G) Request bandwidth
update
H) Receive bandwidth
update

Update request

: Get Time Stamp on OFC
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II.

Time to monitor bandwidth utilization
Processes D) to F) are classified into Bandwidth Utilization monitoring. Monitoring should

be performed on all OFSs in the path of the target flow. This processing time is obtained from
the difference between two internal timestamps at RCM. The required time was 0.654 ms on
average.
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III. Time to allocate bandwidth
Processes G) to H) are classified into bandwidth allocation. Allocation should be performed
on all OFSs in the path of the target flow. This processing time is obtained from the difference
between two internal timestamps at RCM. The required time was 0.522 ms on average. This
was sufficiently small to achieve the goal of one second.

IV. Time to forward packets
There may be some additional OFSs between OFS1 and OFS2, as shown in Figure 4.1. The
simple forwarding time on OFS was measured to obtain the additional time caused by packet
forwarding on OFSn. The forwarding time was obtained from the difference between the
timestamp on the incoming network port and the timestamp on the outgoing network port on
OFS1. Wireshark obtained the timestamps. The obtained time was 0.324 ms on average.

The required time for the maximum path in the Industrial Backhaul, i.e., ten hops, was
calculated with the required time obtained in the four evaluations from (I) to (IV). The value of
(I) was obtained in directly connected OFS1 and OFS2. The forwarding time of eight OFSs
(2.592 ms) should be added to obtain the maximum required time for A) – C). Thus, the
maximum required time for (I) was 4.386 ms (1.794+2.592 ms). The required time for D) – F)
on ten OFSs was 6.54 ms. Thus, the total monitoring time, A) – F), was 10.926 ms (4.386+6.54
ms). The time to allocate bandwidth on ten OFSs required 5.22 ms (corresponding to E) – F)).
Thus, the total processing time from A) to F) should be 16.146 ms. This means it is possible to
eliminate Timeout within one second if the monitoring cycle is configured to less than 983.854
ms.

4.7 CONSIDERATIONS
Figure 4.6 indicates that bandwidth allocation based on actual bandwidth utilization is
achieved by detecting and predicting Bandwidth Exceedance. In addition, Figure 4.6 indicates
that releasing unused bandwidth was achieved.
Figure 4.5 indicates that Bandwidth Utilization after 156 s (Timeouts were eliminated) was
less than 11 Mbps. There is a large difference between the Allocated Bandwidth and the
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Utilized Bandwidth. It shows that periodical monitoring of Bandwidth Utilization cannot detect
the peak amount of utilization, since such monitoring obtains flattened average values. RCM, on
the other hand, allocated the same amount of bandwidth as the actual peak utilization. This is
because the propagation time monitoring function worked successfully. This means the
monitoring propagation time complemented the Spike Traffic detection to eliminate Timeouts.
The Spike traffic etection was impossible for the Bandwidth Utilization monitoring function.
Figure 4.5 indicates that Timeouts can occur since it is impossible to predict sudden increases
in traffic. This is unavoidable when dynamically allocating bandwidth. Shorter monitoring
cycles would be effective to reduce the impact of such sudden increases. Figure 4.5 also
indicates that it took long periods to eliminate Timeouts. This is because RCM gradually
increased bandwidth, 1 Mbps at a time. Adding larger bandwidths at a time would be effective
to shorten the elimination period for Timeouts. Figure 4.6 indicates that RCM gradually reduced
the unused bandwidth, 1 Mbps at a time, even when larger amounts of Bandwidth Utilization
decreased. This was intended to reduce the impact on propagation time when traffic increased
again. However, reducing the Allocated Bandwidth to the same amount as that in actual
utilization or reducing larger bandwidths at a time would be effective for more efficient
Bandwidth Utilization. Six values should be configured for each flow, as was explained in
Subsection 4.4.3, based on the requirements for real-time communications: i) the monitoring
cycle, ii) the timeout value, iii) the time to release unused bandwidth, iv) the unit amount of
unused bandwidth to be released, v) the unit amount of bandwidth to be added when Timeout is
detected or predicted, and vi) the minimum time to execute prevention procedures. These values
would be helpful to quickly eliminate Timeouts or achieve efficient Bandwidth Utilization.
Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6 indicate that RCM can predict Bandwidth Exceedance with a
simple least squares algorithm, and it can predict Bandwidth Exceedance with the data increase
slope shown in Eq. (4.7). This means Bandwidth Exceedance with a simple data increase can be
predicted with the algorithm. For example, such simple data increase will occur when accidents
at some facilities occur (e.g., cracks in tanks). In that case, multiple operators will access
corresponding Video Cameras. This results in traffic increases. When considering normal
operations, other algorithms such as machine learning algorithms may work well. For example,
Field operators walk around the Field on schedule to observe the Field situation with Mobile
HMIs. RCM can identify the amount of traffic and create schedules to predict Bandwidth
Utilization with some kinds of machine learning algorithms.
Since the proposed method chooses flows as the monitoring units, the scalability of this
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method can be discussed with the number of flows. Based on the results from evaluation, the
required time for periodical monitoring was 2.448 ms. Thus, RCM could monitor 404 flows in
the previously mentioned 989.743 ms monitoring cycle.
Most of the inter Area communications in plants are between the central control room and
each Area. Thus, communications are structured in a star topology of 1: 9, where one means the
central control room and nine means the Areas. RCM can manage 44 real-time communications
per Area to evenly divide the 404 flows into the nine Areas. pmqFlow specifies the monitored
flow with a combination of {source_Area, destination_Area, application} to make the target
flow independent of the number of devices or amount of traffic, as was described in Subsection
4.4.1. Thus, the number of monitored flows is almost equivalent to the number of applications
communicating between the Area of the central control room and other Areas. Six flows should
be monitored to protect the real-time communications of PID control, Mobile HMIs, and Video
Camera traffic in both directions. While PID control utilizes Pub/Sub FF-HSE communications,
FF-HSE has two more types of communications, such as Client/Server and Report Distribution.
Even when RCM supports all FF-HSE communications and the overlaid secure channel, a 44
flow capacity per Area is sufficient for the world’s biggest class plant (with 10 Areas, 16,000
Field Devices, 5 Mobile HMIs, 5 Video Camera). This means that the proposed method has
enough scalability for most existing plants. Note that this number means the capacity when
RCM sequentially processes monitoring since it is obtained by simply dividing the monitoring
cycle by the required monitoring time. If more applications require real-time communications
and the flows to be monitored is increased, the capacity can be extended by parallel monitoring.
The results from evaluations demonstrated that the proposed method could dynamically
allocate and release bandwidth based on actual use. Since ordinary OpenFlow based networks
provide functions that dynamically manage attached devices and control paths, pmqFlow can
provide real-time communications even to portable devices like Mobile HMIs.

4.8 CONCLUSION
This chapter presented the design, prototype, and evaluation of pmqFlow, which provides
essential functions to manage real-time communications for PA in the Industrial Backhaul.
pmqFlow provides two novel functions such as “Managing real-time communications based on
packet propagation time” and “Managing real-time communications based on bandwidth
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utilization”.

The results from the evaluation confirmed that these two functions were effective

to achieve the goal of (1) “Managing real-time communications based on packet propagation
time” and that of (2) “Managing real-time communications based on bandwidth utilization”. In
addition, both functions mutually complemented the shortcomings. Moreover, it was confirmed
that the goal of (3) “Recovering within one second” was achieved since the total time that was
required to monitor and reconfigure OFSs (16.146 ms per flow) was significantly small for the
target time of one second.
A simple algorithm was utilized to predict Bandwidth Utilization in RCM in the prototyping
and evaluation of pmqFlow. In addition, pmqFlow provided a capability to configure multiple
parameters regarding monitoring and reconfiguration to adjust to the requirements of each
application. Since the requirement for real-time communications depends on the application,
appropriate algorithms and parameters should be selected for each application. For example,
Figure 4.5 indicates that eliminating Timeout takes a certain period of time, which could be
shortened by using a larger bandwidth increment. However, a larger bandwidth increment
would decrease the efficiency of Bandwidth Utilization. In addition, Figure 4.6 indicates that
the pace to release bandwidth is slow, and reducing greater amounts of bandwidth would
improve the efficiency of Bandwidth Utilization. Greater amounts of reduced bandwidth, on the
other hand, would also increase the possibility of Timeouts. The parameters can have a trade-off,
as was shown here. Thus, the most suitable parameters and algorithms should be prepared to
improve the dependability of real-time communications and the efficiency of Bandwidth
Utilization.
RCM reallocates the bandwidth as required in pmqFlow. It needs to authorize and confirm
the upper limit of bandwidth reallocation for each flow before reallocation is performed, since
bandwidth is a finite resource. One of the means of authorization is communicating with the
Authentication, Authorization and Accounting (AAA) server such as the RADIUS server or
Diameter server. pmqFlow should be integrated with a kind of AAA server or some other means
in the future. Another concern caused by the finite resource of bandwidth is the shortage of
unallocated bandwidth. In this case, no more flows can be allocated to the required bandwidth.
OFC needs to calculate another path when shortages occur, and allocate the bandwidth on a path
and confirm if the path and allocated bandwidth satisfy the real-time communications
requirements. If the path is not appropriate, OFC needs to consider moving the existing flow to
another path while satisfying its real-time communications requirements. The algorithms to
arrange bandwidths and paths should be worked on in the future.
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Chapter 5

SQOS:

THE DESIGN

AND

PROTOTYPING

OF

SECURE

QOS FOR PROCESS AUTOMATION

5.1 INTRODUCTION
The entire PA related manufacturing system consists of the functions described in Chapter 1.
The levels of functional hierarchy are summarized in Table 5.1. The manufacturing system is
classified into Enterprise Information Technology, which supports Enterprise Resource
Planning (ERP), and the Industrial Control System (ICS).

T ABLE	
  5.1 	
  L EVELS	
 IN	
 THE	
  M ANUFACTURING	
  S YSTEM	
  	
 
Classification

Level

Enterprise
Information

4

Technology

Role
Establishing the basic plant schedule – production,
material use, delivery and shipping. (e.g., ERP)
Work Flow/recipe control to produce the desired end

3

products. Maintaining records and optimizing the
production process.

Industrial
Control System

2

1
0

(e.g., MOM)

Monitoring, supervisory control and automated control
of the production process. (e.g., DCS)
Sensing and manipulating the production process. (e.g.,
Fieldbus)
The actual production process.
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ICS includes MOM, DCS, and Fieldbus. ICS was conventionally separated based on regions
and/or functions. Users are currently considering improving plant operations by introducing
WSNs (e.g., ISA100.11a, WirelessHART) and the Industrial Backhaul, which interconnects the
control room and WSNs based on the rapid evolution of Information Communication
Technology (ICT). However, users are concerned with security risks since some cyber attacks
targeting PA manufacturing systems, such as Stuxnet and Night Dragon [50], have been
reported.
Packets in PA networks, such as DCS and Fieldbus, need to arrive at the destination on
schedule. Packets that cannot arrive on schedule are not used for PID control, which is the most
commonly used control method in PA. This means the delayed packets are equivalent to
unreached packets from the PA perspective. Therefore, delay and jitter need to be minimized in
the Industrial Backhaul and high levels of availability need to be provided.
The Industrial Backhaul is a network interconnecting geographically separated Areas that is
shared by various applications. Methods of Quality of Service (QoS) are generally used to
minimize latency and jitter. The QoS methods can prioritize or allocate exclusive bandwidth to
particular packets such as PID control packets. However, attackers can spoof high priority
packets since the existing QoS methods do not have any mechanisms to protect packet attributes
to classify packets in intermediate equipment. If attackers spoof high priority packets, this
causes large amounts of jitter or packet loss in actual PID control packets. As the result of these
kinds of attacks, manufacturing processes will be suspended or physical explosions may occur.
The author called such attacks QoS Spoofing Attacks in this study. The author investigated the
latest trends by PA users and identified the possibility of QoS Spoofing Attacks on the
Industrial Backhaul. Thus, the author designed and prototyped a method that prevented QoS
Spoofing Attacks, which was called Secure QoS (sQoS).
The rest of this chapter is structured as follows. Subsection 5.2 introduces current technical
trends in PA. Subsection 5.3 describes investigations into new threats of QoS Spoofing Attacks
in PA. Subsequent subsections provide detailed descriptions in order of the goals (5.4), design
(5.5), prototype (5.6), and evaluation (5.7). Finally, Subsection 5.8 summarizes the chapter and
discusses future work.
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5.2 TREND IN PROCESS AUTOMATION
A) Wireless Sensor Networks
PA users are expecting to utilize WSNs, such as ISA100.11a and WirelessHART. WSNs
enable rapid installation at less cost compared to wired systems. In addition, WSNs allow
dynamic installation of Field Devices such as sensors and actuators.
WSNs also have strong security features such as channel hopping and encryption. Thus,
WSNs can be considered secure enough against attacks.

B)

Industrial Backhaul

Industrial Backhaul is a network that interconnects distributed elements. Typical use of the
Industrial Backhaul involves conveying data from a WSN to the control room. However, its use
is not limited to WSN related control applications. PA users expect to utilize the Industrial
Backhaul for other applications such as monitoring Video Cameras, VoIP, mobile worker
terminals (Mobile HMIs) as well as PID control applications. The Industrial Backhaul could
consist of wired networks, wireless networks, or mixed networks. The ISA-TR100.15.01-2012
Backhaul Architecture [4] provides guidelines on how to securely utilize the Industrial
Backhaul in which the Industrial Backhaul is defined as an unsecure network since multiple
users in multiple Areas transmits packets into it. Thus, the guidelines suggest validating high
priority packets.

C)

Cyber Attacks

Some cyber attacks have recently targeted PA systems and a typical one is Stuxnet, which is
highly intelligent malware that utilizes unreported security holes. Stuxnet can hide itself and it
targets particular devices of Programmable Logic Controllers (PLCs). There is a great
possibility that Stuxnet was designed to incorrectly control nuclear plants. After Stuxnet was
reported, PA users, such as nuclear plant users and chemical plant users, found that cyber
attacks could target PA and the results would be irreparable. Consequently, the importance of
cyber security in PA is strongly accepted, while the difficulty of completely preventing cyber
attacks is also known.
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5.3 QOS SPOOFING ATTACKS IN PROCESS AUTOMATION
The whole PA system is classified into the five functional levels listed in Table 5.1. Each
level has an individual purpose and requirements for the network. Lower levels generally
require stricter network availability, security, and real-time communications. In practice, levels
1 through 2 are integrated together, and this was called converged “level 1+2” in this study
since these levels have a close relationship. The communications between the WSN and the
control room via the Industrial Backhaul can be mapped to the communication in“level 1+2”.
A common PA is achieved with a periodical PID control loop, as has been outlined in Figure
5.1. Three communications and three processes must be completed within a PID control loop.
The typical PID control loop cycle is one second, while the shortest cycle is 300 ms. The
packets need to arrive on schedule to achieve the control loop. Thus, the PA system requires
real-time communications.

F IGURE	
  5.1 	
  PID 	
  C ONTROL	
 IN	
  PA	
 

The PA was conventionally operated in a closed network with propriety protocols. WSNs and
the Industrial Backhaul have recently encouraged PA users to operate with wider networks and
open technologies. However, the impact of cyber attacks on PA systems will not be limited to
the cyber side but will also affect the physical side, and damage will be critical like that caused
by plant explosions. QoS Spoofing Attacks can result in such serious damage. This means that
the threat of QoS Spoofing Attacks is serious and unique to PA. Thus, the risk of utilizing
WSNs and the Industrial Backhaul should be carefully considered.
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5.4 GOAL OF SQOS
The objective of sQoS is preventing QoS Spoofing Attacks. Five detailed goals are described
in detail below.

(1) Spoofing Packet Detection
Intermediate network equipment needs to detect spoofing packets to prevent QoS Spoofing
Attacks, as was previously mentioned. Authentication methods are helpful to detect spoofing
packets.

(2) IP Compliancy
sQoS needs to be compliant with Internet protocols (IP) to be utilized on the Industrial
Backhaul, since the Industrial Backhaul would be an IP based network to support a variety of
applications as was described in [4].

(3) QoS method agnosticity
sQoS needs to be QoS method agnostic since the fields to classify the packets depend on the
QoS method. sQoS needs to provide the possibility of selecting the fields to be authenticated to
provide the features of being QoS method agnostic.

(4) Prevention of Replay Attacks
Attackers can transmit numerous copied proper packets to disrupt real-time communications
since the authentication algorithms cannot detect packet duplication. These are called Replay
Attacks. Thus, mechanisms to prevent Replay Attacks are required.

(5) Less Overhead
Since the motivation for sQoS is to protect real-time communications, the overhead time
caused by sQoS must be short enough to satisfy the shortest control cycle of 300 ms under the
assumed largest PA topology in the world’s biggest plant (Shell Nanhai), which has ten routers
and two switches, between Field Devices and the PID controller. The assumed practical
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processing times of the Sensor, PID controller, and Actuator correspond to 30, 45, and 90 ms.
Thus, the allowed time for each communication is 45 ms from Eq. (5.1).
300 − 30 + 45 + 90
  
3

(5.1)

5.5 DESIGN
sQoS is a novel method that focuses on the prevention of QoS Spoofing Attacks by validating
the real-time communications packets on each intermediate router. sQoS was designed to be
compliant with IPv6 [51]. In addition, sQoS is QoS method agnostic by introducing a function
that allows the QoS field to be selected. This chapter introduces the design and prototyping of
sQoS.

5.5.1

GROUND DESIGN

Figure 5.2 outlines a functional map of sQoS in a PA system. There are two key entities in
sQoS (i.e., the sQoS-generator and sQoS-validator). The sQoS-generator works on the packet
originator. The sQoS-validator works on each router. The sQoS-validator can work on the
packet receiver but this is not required since the packets have already arrived at the destination
device and QoS operation has already finished for the given packets.
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5.5.2

SPOOFING PACKET DETECTION

Generating a Message Authentication Code (MAC) for a given packet with a shared secret
key and placing the generated MAC into the packet should effectively detect spoofing packets.
The algorithm is known as a Hash-Based Message Authentication Code (HMAC). An
alternative method to authenticate packets is by using a digital signature, which uses private and
public keys. Since sQoS needs to minimize the overhead of calculation, the author chose the
lighter method of HMAC.
The HMAC based conceptual model is outlined in Figure 5.3. The fundamental procedure
involves six steps. (1) The packet originator prepares the secret key and the value in specified
fields of the given packet. (2) The packet originator generates the MAC of the prepared values
with the HMAC algorithm. (3) The packet originator places the MAC into the packet and sends
it. (4) When the packet arrives at an intermediate router, the router prepares the secret key and
the value in the specified field of the given packet. (5) The router generates the MAC of the
prepared values with the HMAC algorithm. (6) The router compares the generated MAC with
the MAC in the packet. If the values are not equivalent, the packet can be considered to be
spoofed. Thus, the router discards the packet. If the values are equivalent, the router forwards
the packet based on a predefined QoS behavior (e.g., it prioritizes the packet or places it into the
appropriate output queue with a particular bandwidth).
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sQoS5generator
Fields&to&be&authen<cated
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MAC

(2)

Shared&
Secret&&
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Transmit
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MAC: Message Authentication Code
HMAC: Keyed-Hashing for Message Authentication Code
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5.5.3

IP COMPLIANCY

When sQoS utilizes the IPv6 Hop-by-Hop option header, it can be fully compliant with IPv6.
It has been predicted that a variety of applications will share the Industrial Backhaul regardless
of the IP versions according to [4]. This means that the Industrial Backhaul needs to be a dual
stack network of IPv4 and IPv6. Therefore, an IPv6 Hop-by-Hop option header based sQoS can
properly work on the Industrial Backhaul.
Figure 5.4 outlines the format of the Hop-by-Hop option extension header for sQoS (sQoS
Header). The Hop-by-Hop option header is designed to be examined by intermediate routers in
the IPv6 specifications. The nature of the Hop-by-Hop option extension header fits the concept
of sQoS.
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5.5.4

QOS METHOD AGNOSTICITY

The fields used to classify the packets depend on the QoS method. sQoS needs to be capable
for any kinds of QoS methods. Thus, the sQoS Header has one byte flags, viz., Target Field
Flags, to specify the fields to be authenticated. Two bits from the left most bits are reserved for
future use. The third bit specifies the IP source and the fourth bit specifies the IP destination
address field. The fifth bit specifies DSCP and the sixth bit specifies the Flow Label field. The
seventh bit specifies the source and the eighth bit specifies the destination port field of the
transport protocol (i.e., TCP/UDP).
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5.5.5

PREVENTION OF REPLAY ATTACKS

Attackers can snoop the network and copy proper packets to resend. These are known as
Replay Attacks. If there is no mechanism to prevent such Replay Attacks, it is possible to cause
long delays or packet loss by sending many captured proper packets. The sQoS Header has four
bytes of the sequence number field to prevent Replay Attacks. The sender places a number that
linearly increases one by one in a packet. The routers record the number after they validate
whether the number in the received packet is larger than the recorded one. If the number is the
same or smaller than the recorded one, the routers discard the packet since the packet can be
considered to be a replayed packet.

5.5.6

LESS OVERHEAD

A short processing time is required since the motivation for sQoS is making the PA packets
arrive on schedule. Thus, sQoS choses the HMAC algorithm rather than a digital signature
algorithm, since hash based HMAC is lighter than a digital signature algorithm, which is based
on asymmetric key encryption.

5.6 PROTOTYPE
sQoS software was prototyped on Linux to evaluate its feasibility especially from the
perspective of performance. This subsection introduces the prototype of sQoS. Figure 5.5
outlines the software architecture model in a router.

5.6.1

SQOS-GENERATOR

The packet originating applications in this prototyping have the function of the
sQoS-generator, which generates the sQoS Header. After the sQoS Header is generated, the
applications can place the header into the packet and send it with sendmsg( ) API. The
sQoS-generator in Figure 5.2 is placed in the PID controller as well as the Sensor devices since
the PID controller sends the packets with the sQoS Header to Sensors or Actuators.
The HMAC algorithm allows a hash algorithm to be selected. HMAC-SHA1 was chosen for
this prototyping. Wang et al. [52] reported that SHA1 collision can occurred with 2^69
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calculations. However, this is not a large threat from the QoS perspective since only one packet
cannot create long delays in the packet. It is also possible to choose a stronger hash algorithm
with a longer calculation time if required.
Key management was beyond the scope of this prototype. The author manually configured
the secret key. It is possible to utilize existing key management protocols such as those used by
Sandro and Hutchison [53]. Integration with such key management protocols should be done in
further studies.
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5.6.2

SQOS-VALIDATOR

The sQoS-validator in this prototyping is implemented as a userland application. The router
utilizes the ip6tables to select the packet to be validated. When a packet to be validated arrives,
the packet is forwarded to the sQoS-validator via a Netlink socket. After validation, the
sQoS-validator sends back the packet if the packet is valid. Otherwise the packet is discarded.
The ip6tables command is provided in Figure 5.6. It shows that EF class packets are selected
to be validated at PREROUTING, which is the first stage of packet processing in the routers.
This means the QoS process, such as the Per-Hop-Behavior in DiffServ, in the router is
conducted after validation.
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5.7 EVALUATION
5.7.1

EVALUATION ENVIRONMENT AND CONDITION

The packets used for the evaluation were UDP over IPv6 with a size of 256 bytes. The typical
control message size in PA is between 64 to 128 bytes. The 256 bytes was a little larger than the
expected PID control packet size of 200 bytes，(i.e., IPv6 Header (40 bytes) + sQoS Header (24
bytes) + UDP Header (8 bytes) + control message (128 bytes)). The most time conscious
communications in PA, (i.e., Publisher/Subscriber communications), utilize UDP as the
transport protocol.
All implementations worked on Ubuntu-12.04LTS with openssl (libssl-dev 1.0.1-4ubuntu5.5)
that ran on an Intel Core i7-2600 CPU (3.4 Ghz) with an 8 Gigabyte Memory.
A simple topology was built to measure the impact of latency on sQoS as outlined in Figure
5.7, where there are two routers between the Sensor and PID, viz., RT1 and RT2. There is a
switch, such as SW1 to SW3, to capture the packets in each hop. A packet-capturing device is
connected to each switch.
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5.7.2

EVALUATION OF SQOS-GENERATOR

The author ran two types of applications. The first placed the sQoS Header into the UDP over
the IPv6 packet; the applications will be called sQoS-CL and sQoS-SV after this. The second
types did not place the sQoS header; the applications will be called non-sQoS-CL and
non-sQoS-SV after this. In this evaluation, no router validates the sQoS Header even though the
arrived packet contains the sQoS Header.
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The

author

measured

RTT

for

both

pairs

of

sQoS-CL/sQoS-SV

and

non-sQoS-CL/non-sQoS-SV (Figure 5.8). The difference between them is two sQoS-generators.
When sQoS-CL starts to generates a packet, it records “timestamp 1” before it generates the
sQoS Header and transmits. When the PID receives the packet, it replies to the packet with the
sQoS Header, which is generated by sQoS-SV. Finally, the replied packet arrives at sQoS-CL,
and then sQoS-CL records “timestamp 2”. The difference between the two timestamps is the
sum of two sQoS Header generations and round trip transmission time (the difference is called
GT). The timestamps (“timestamp 3” and “timestamp 4”) in the non-sQoS-CL/non-sQoS-SV
case are recorded at the same timing as those in the sQoS-CL/sQoS-SV case. Thus, the
difference between “timestamp 3” and “timestamp 4” is the pure RTT (the difference is called
PT). The processing time per sQoS-generator (Tgen) is calculated with Eq. (5.2).
𝑇!"# =

𝐺𝑇 − 𝑃𝑇
2

(5.2)
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5.7.3

EVALUATION OF SQOS-VALIDATOR

The author built another topology outlined in Figure 5.9 for this evaluation, where the
sQoS-validator worked on RT1 but not on RT2. The three switches were physically actually one
switch, and the packets were captured from a mirroring port.
The timestamps of an outgoing packet from SW1 and an incoming packet to SW2 were
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recorded (“timestamp 1” and “timestamp 2”) to measure the entire processing time of RT1. The
difference between the two timestamps was the sum of the sQoS validation time and packet
forwarding time (the time difference was called VF). The timestamps of an outgoing packet
from SW2 and an incoming packet to SW3 were recorded (“timestamp 3”) to measure the pure
forwarding time. The difference between “timestamp 2” and “timestamp 3” was the pure
forwarding time (the time difference was called PF). The processing time for sQoS validation
(Tval) was calculated with Eq. (5.3).
𝑇!"# = 𝑉𝐹 − 𝑃𝐹

(5.3)
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5.7.4

MEASUREMENT RESULT

The results from measurements are summarized in Table 5.2 and Table 5.3. The
sQoS-generator took 66 microsecond for each process according to the results. The
sQoS-validator took 131 microsecond for each process. The forwarding time for a router was 6
microsecond. The forwarding time for each switch was also measured, which was 4
microsecond. Thus, ten routers and two switches were assumed under the topology conditions
between the Sensor and PID, and the End-to-End communication time was 1,444 microsecond,
as shown in Eq. (5.4). This satisfied the allowed time of 45 ms.
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T ABLE	
  5.2 	
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 IMPACT	
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Average RTT

Standard

Jitter

Deviation
GT (w/ sQoS-generator)

579

22

110

PT (w/o sQoS-generator)

447

16

110

Unit: microsecond

T ABLE	
  5.3 	
  L ATENCY	
 IMPACT	
 OF	
 S Q O S- VALIDATOR 	
 
Average

Standard

Jitter

forwarding time

Deviation

VF (w/ sQoS-validator)

137

18

79

PF (w/o sQoS-validator)

6

16

91

Unit: microsecond

66 + 131×10 + 6×10 + 4×2 = 1,444

(5.4)

5.8 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
This chapter introduced a method of preventing QoS Spoofing Attacks, which are new and
unique threats in PA networks. The method that was introduced provided five required features
of: (1) Spoofing Packet Detection, (2) IP Compliancy, (3) QoS Method Agnosticity, (4)
Prevention of Replay Attacks, and (5) Less Overhead. sQoS satisfied the goals of features (1) to
(4).
The author prototyped and measured the overhead of the proposed method to evaluate (5). As
a result, the overhead was sufficiently small to satisfy the shortest PID control cycle of 300 ms
in the assumed typical PA network topology.
The author intends to evaluate the prototype under various conditions in the future since he
only evaluated the prototype under limited conditions in this research, e.g., evaluate QoS
protection in busy networks and/or when QoS Spoofing Attacks occur. In addition, measuring
the overhead time with stronger HMAC algorithms, such as HMAC-SHA-256 [54], and
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measurements with a variety of packet sizes should be evaluated. Moreover, integration with
appropriate key management protocols, which make the methods smarter, should be studied
further. These results from evaluation and integration indicate that sQoS should prove usable in
a variety of applications.
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Chapter 6

OFSQOS: A OPENFLOW BASED SECURE METHOD TO
PROTECT BANDWIDTH CONTROL

FOR

PROCESS

AUTOMATION

6.1 INTRODUCTION
PID control is commonly used in PA, which is achieved through periodical data exchanges.
Real-time communications are required to achieve correct PID control since data that do not
arrive on schedule cannot be used for PID control. Thus, most existing PA systems have utilized
proprietary wired communication technologies. In addition, the PA systems have been separated
based on geographical conditions. Each separated PA system is called an Area. However, a new
approach to connect such separated PA systems with networks has recently been emerging to
improve flexibility, management efficiency, and economic efficiency based on the remarkable
evolution of ICT. Typical examples of such approaches are introducing WSNs and the
Industrial Backhaul, which is a plant wide network that interconnects distributed WSNs and
existing PA systems, such as those in central control rooms. Plant users, on the other hand, are
aware of threats by cyber attacks that target plants, such as those by Stuxnet and Night Dragon.
These facts mean the co-existence of two requirements, i.e., encouraging network utilization
and discouraging network utilization in plants. PA users, vendors, and integrators are facing a
difficult situation in simultaneously satisfying both requirements.
The ISA-TR100.15.01-2012 Backhaul Architecture Model [4] has introduced a variety of
devices and applications other than PID control that are utilized in plants such as Mobile HMIs
and Video Cameras. However, installing dedicated cables for individual applications is not
possible from the perspective of cost. Thus, multiple Areas with different security policies are
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attached to the Industrial Backhaul and a variety of applications transmit packets on it.
Methods of QoS are used to provide real-time communications in this environment. QoS
methods generally require intermediate network equipment to classify packets based on the
attributes in given packets to differentiate behaviors against these. For example, DiffServ
requires the network equipment to investigate the field of DSCP to classify packets. However,
the attributes to be investigated are designed to be rewritten by the intermediate equipment.
Thus, if an attacker intentionally transmits improper high priority packets (Spoofing Packets),
they can create additional delays or packet loss in proper high priority packets, such as PID
control packets. These kinds of cyber attacks are called QoS Spoofing Attacks in this study. As
Langner [9] and Miller and Rowe [50] have pointed out, cyber attacks targeting plants use
security holes in Operating Systems or holes in security management. Unauthorized devices
attached to Areas or the Industrial Backhaul could transmit Spoofing Packets. Delay or loss of
PID control packets may result in unexpected blackouts or explosions at plants. Unexpected
blackouts at plants result in enormous economic damage and explosions result in enormous
damage to the environment and health of personnel or neighbors. Thus, QoS Spoofing Attacks
on real-time communications should be prevented. The proposed method allows secure
real-time communications over the Industrial Backhaul with a novel bandwidth protecting
function on OpenFlow networks. While the ISA Model [4] mentions utilizing IPv6 and IPv4 on
the Industrial Backhaul, this model assumes IPv6 will be used since IPv6 is expected to be
widely used in the future.
The rest of this chapter is structured as follows. Subsection 6.2 presents challenges and
objectives. Subsection 6.3 presents an overview of the proposed method and Subsection 6.4
presents the design of the proposed method. Subsection 6.5 presents the prototype, Subsection
6.6 presents the evaluation, and Subsection 6.7 presents considerations. Finally, Subsection 6.8
provides the conclusion.

6.2 CHALLENGES AND OBJECTIVES
There has been some research that has allowed intermediate equipment to authenticate
packets. However, this research has not protected real-time communications by preventing
spoofing of packet attributes used in QoS such as DSCP. Flow based bandwidth control is the
key to ensuring real-time communications, as was previously mentioned. Thus, the main
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objective of the proposed method is to allow PID control over the Industrial Backhaul by
protecting real-time communications from QoS Spoofing Attacks with a novel method of
providing secure per flow bandwidth control. The three challenges and detailed goals are as
follows.

(1) Per flow bandwidth control
Bandwidth control, which allows dedicated bandwidth allocation, is required to ensure
real-time communications, as was described in Subsection 2.2. In addition, detailed per flow
bandwidth control based on users or applications is required since packets from a variety of
applications by a variety of users co-exist on an Industrial Backhaul. The flow is generally
identified by five tuples of {source address, destination address, protocol, source port,
destination port}. If some more attributes (e.g., DSCP) are used, the flexibility of flow
definitions is increased, which allows the class of packets from the same application to be
changed depending on the situation in the application (e.g., normal or urgent operation).
The proposed method allows the flow to be defined with the combination of a variety of
fields such as the DSCP proposed by Nichols et al. [18] and flow labels as report by Hu and
Carpenter [38]. In addition, the method allows an output queue to be assigned for each flow.
This approach achieves flexible bandwidth control that allows flow definitions with an arbitrary
combination of packet fields for each flow and bandwidth allocation in the defined flow. For
example, a flow is identified by a combination of {source address, destination address}, and
another flow is identified by a combination of {source address, destination address, destination
port, DSCP}, while a different bandwidth allocated queue is assigned.

(2) Prevention of QoS Spoofing Attacks on intermediate equipment
QoS Spoofing Attacks are based on output queue consumption in intermediate equipment.
Thus, End-to-End architecture based packet authentication cannot prevent these kinds of attacks.
Intermediate equipment needs to detect spoofing packets before the output queue is consumed
to prevent QoS Spoofing Attacks.
The intermediate equipment needs to classify the packets into predefined flows based on one
or more attributes in the packets to achieve per flow bandwidth control. Thus, the intermediate
equipment needs to detect the spoofed attributes to prevent QoS Spoofing Attacks. The
proposed method allows arbitrary combinations of packets attributes, as was mentioned in (1).
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Therefore, the function to detect spoofing packets needs to be able to cover such arbitrary
combinations.
Even though the method can detect spoofing packets, attackers can cause long delays and
packet losses by re-transmitting numerous previously sent proper packets (Replay Attacks).
Thus, Replay Attacks need to be detected as well.
PLA and TinySec can detect spoofing packets and re-transmitted packets. However, these
methods cannot work with per flow bandwidth control. OpenFlow can provide per flow
bandwidth control. However, OpenFlow does not allow packet authentication on intermediate
equipment. Thus, the proposed method should provide per packet authentication that allows
intermediate equipment to detect spoofed attributes utilized for QoS classification with arbitrary
combinations and detect retransmitted packets to protect the allocated bandwidth.

(3) Guaranteed small latency for PID control
Even though the proposed method detects spoofing packets to prevent QoS Spoofing Attacks,
the proposed method should not disrupt real-time communications with its own processing. In
other words, real-time communications of periodical PID control need to be provided even in
environments where the proposed method is used. The author has specifically assumed the
world’s largest class of plant with ten Areas connected in a ring topology, which is commonly
used in plants, as a plant reference model. The proposed method should allow a 300 ms PID
control loop in such an environment. Items (1), (2), and (3) stated above were set as the goals
for this proposed method.

6.3 OVERVIEW OF PROPOSED METHOD
6.3.1

BASIC POLICY

OpenFlow (Version 1.3.1) allows flexible flow definitions through arbitrary combinations of
40 tuples. In addition, OpenFlow allows packet processing rules to be specified for each flow
such as bandwidth control or routing. Thus, the author chose OpenFlow intermediate equipment
that was available to provide per flow bandwidth control. A new function should be introduced
to accomplish per packet authentication, which is not provided by OpenFlow.
Methods of authenticating packet encryption and/or hash algorithms are widely deployed
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(e.g., IPsec). One typical authentication algorithm is HMAC. HMAC algorithms should be used
in the proposed method. Since HMAC is based on hash algorithms, which require less
calculation, it is helpful in guaranteeing small latency. Sequence numbers should be used in the
proposed method to prevent Replay Attacks. Sequence numbers have also been introduced to
IPsec or PLA.
The proposed method is based on IPv6 since this is expected to be deployed more widely in
the Industrial Backhaul [4]. This study assumed the Industrial Backhaul would be installed
throughout the vast Sites of plants. In addition, the Industrial Backhaul has a ring topology to
provide redundancy at reasonable cost. Moreover, each Area is connected to the Industrial
Backhaul via OFS. A dedicated network between OFC and OFSs is required in the existing
OpenFlow environment in addition to the Data Forwarding Plane. The dedicated network is
called a Secure Channel. It is difficult to provide an additional dedicated line only for the Secure
Channel for networks installed at vast Sites. Thus, this study has assumed the Secure Channel is
overlaid on the Data Forwarding Plane. Koide and Shimonishi [42] proposed a method of
overlaying the Secure Channel based on a unique tunneling technique.
This proposed method had a policy to provide a bandwidth protection function to OpenFlow
based networks by introducing per packet authentication. Such bandwidth protection is not
provided by related work, as was explained in Subsection 2.6. The proposed method in this
study is represented as OpenFlow Based Secure QoS (OFsQoS).

6.3.2

OVERVIEW

Figure 6.1 overviews the Industrial Backhaul with OFsQoS installed, which was used as the
proposed structure. Sensors in typical PID control obtain data to send to the PID controller. The
PID controller carries out calculations with the received data and sends configuration data to the
actuator. The actuator sets the received data and sends back the configured value to the PID
controller. This series of processes is called a PID control loop. The control loop is periodically
repeated. The control loop consists of three Pub/Sub communications with different
combinations of {source address, destination address}. A number of control loops run in a plant
in parallel. Packets for Pub/Sub need to arrive at destinations on schedule; otherwise, the data
are not used for PID control. Thus, this proposed method protects the real-time communications
of Pub/Sub packets.
Sending devices in this structure place the authentication code in sent packets to detect
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spoofing packets. The authentication code is validated by the dedicated devices before the
packets are forwarded by intermediate network equipment. OFS is chosen for the intermediate
network equipment to provide flexible flow definitions and per flow bandwidth control. The
network control functions in the OpenFlow environment are centralized in OFC and a simple
forwarding function is provided by OFS to provide programmability to network control. This
means that there is no programmability on OFS. OFC provides per flow forwarding rules to
OFS, which stores the rules in the FlowTables to refer to when it processes (forwards or
discards) packets. OFC does not need to provide per packet processing by using this structure,
which helps to prevent increasing the load on OFC.

F IGURE	
  6.1 	
  OF S Q O S 	
  O VERVIEW 	
 

The per packet authentication provided by the proposed method cannot run on the Data
Forwarding Plane since authentication requires per packet calculations. The Data Forwarding
Plane is not designed to provide per packet calculations. Thus, authentication is not suitable for
OFS. In addition, per packet authentication is not a kind of per flow processing, which is
provided by the Network Control Plane. This means authentication is not suitable for OFC.
Thus, pmqFlow introduces a new plane in addition to the Network Control Plane and the Data
Forwarding Plane to achieve per packet authentication.
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HMAC calculations need a secret key, which needs to be shared with all devices that generate
MAC (i.e., packet generators) or validate MAC (i.e., authenticating intermediate equipment).
When the key is leaked, an attacker can generate proper MAC and succeed in QoS Spoofing
Attacks. Thus, when the key is leaked, it should be updated in all key holding devices. The key
could be manually configured. However, the group key management protocol [55], which can
simultaneously update the key in multiple devices, is helpful in reconfiguration when a key is
leaked.

6.4 DESIGN
Figure 6.2 outlines the elements of OFsQoS. OFsQoS utilizes OFS for the Data Forwarding

OpenFlow Provides

Plane and OFC for the Network Control Plane, as was mentioned in Subsection 6.3.1.

Network Control Plane (OFC)
Routing
Bandwidth Management
Secure Channel
Data Forwarding
Plane (OFS)

FlowTables
IF2
Default

Forwarding
Engine

IF1

IF2 Q2

Auth Channel
sQoS Header
Authentication

Packet
Authentication Plane
(Authenticator)

sQoS Management
Table

F IGURE	
  6.2 	
  E LEMENTS	
 OF	
  OF S Q O S	
 

Per flow bandwidth control (Goal (1)) is achieved by assigning a flow to a bandwidth
allocated output queue on OFSs from OFC. Neither PLA nor TinySec can work with such a
bandwidth control function. An sQoS header is introduced to authenticate packets. This header
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is generated and attached to packets on the packet generator. The packets are authenticated by
the function of “sQoS Header Authentication” on the “Packet Authentication Plane”, which is
introduced by OFsQoS. After authentication, OFS dispatches the packets to an appropriate
output queue. OFsQoS is designed to run “sQoS Header Authentication” on different devices
from OFS since OFS does not have enough computing resources. OFsQoS prepares a dedicated
communication path, which is so called “Auth Channel”, to transmit packets to “sQoS Header
Authentication”. Detecting and discarding improper packets with the structure mentioned above
protects real-time communications for PID control. The following has a detailed description of
each function.

6.4.1

SQOS HEADER GENERATION

MAC should be placed on packets to prevent QoS Spoofing Attacks. Thus, OFsQoS utilizes
an IPv6 Hop-by-Hop Option header, which was designed to contain information to be
investigated by intermediate equipment. When there are constraints on the resources of WSN
devices or the WSN protocol disallows the sQoS header from being directly placed, the gateway
devices between WSN and the Industrial Backhaul should add the header on behalf of WSN end
devices (e.g., sensors).
Figure 6.3 outlines the header format utilized in OFsQoS. The header is called an sQoS
header. Spoofing Packets (e.g., with high priority value of DSCP) should be detected to prevent
QoS Spoofing Attacks, as was mentioned in Subsection 6.3. In addition, the combination of
attributes to identify the flow depends on the network operation policy, and thus the fields to be
authenticated need to be specified according to the policy. Thus, OFsQoS prepares an
“Authentication Flag” to specify the fields to be authenticated. The length of the
“Authentication Flag” is one byte. Each bit from the right most bit is mapped to a destination
port field, a source port field, a flow label field, a DSCP field, a destination IP address field, and
a source IP address. The two left most bits are reserved for future use. This mapping allows
arbitrary combinations of commonly utilized attributes to identify the flow.
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F IGURE	
  6.3 	
 S Q O S 	
  H EADER	
  F ORMAT 	
 

The packet generator places MAC calculated by the HMAC algorithm to prove that a given
packet has been sent from a proper device and has not been improperly modified. The MAC is
generated with target fields, an sQoS Header with zero padding MAC and a shared secret key.
The calculated MAC is placed in the MAC field. Involving the sQoS Header for MAC
calculations helps to protect the sequence number in the sQoS Header. In addition, increasing
sequence numbers helps to add fluctuations to the MAC values. MAC without using sequence
numbers could be identical with previously sent packets that had the same payload data, and
attackers could succeed in QoS Spoofing Attacks. This MAC and Authentication Flag help to
prevent QoS Spoofing Attacks, which is goal (2). OFsQoS utilizes SHA1 for the hash algorithm
used in HMAC calculations (HMAC-SHA1), which is light and strong enough to prevent QoS
Spoofing Attacks. HMAC-SHA1 helps to achieve small latency in goal (3). The MAC field
should be 12 bytes in length, which has sufficient strength as IPsec.
OFsQoS places linearly increasing sequence numbers to allow sQoS Header Authentication
to detect packets for Replay Attacks. sQoS Header Authentication compares the sequence
numbers of the received packets with the stored sequence numbers, which are copied from
previous authenticated packets. If the received numbers are equal to or smaller than those stored,
the packets can be considered to be replayed packets and should be discarded. The sequence
numbers are protected from spoofing attacks, since they are part of the sQoS Header, as was
previously mentioned. The field of sequence numbers is 4 bytes in length, which can represent
up to 4, 294, 967, 295. The three communications of PID control should be handled as
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individual flows. Thus, the sequence numbers can be used for 40.86 years for PID control flows
with a 300 ms cycle according to Eq. (6.1). This is sufficient length for plants since plant
lifetimes are generally up to 30 years. The sequence numbers work to prevent Replay Attacks,
which is part of goal (2).
4,294,967,295 × 0.3
= 40.86
3600 × 24 × 365

6.4.2

(6.1)

PACKET€AUTHENTICATION PLANE

OFsQoS introduces a new dedicated plane, which is so called Packet Authentication Plane, to
provide per packet authentication. As Curtis et al. pointed out [56], the reliability of OFC is
significantly important in OpenFlow based networks since network control is centralized on it.
If authentication is provided on the Network Control Plane rather than the Packet
Authentication Plane, attackers can cause DoS attacks by sending a number of improper high
priority packets. Such improper packets could increase the load on OFC, since all such packets
would be examined by OFC. The approach of using OFC for per packet authentication breaks
the design of OpenFlow, which separates the Network Control Plane from the Data Forwarding
Plane to make OFC secure. Thus, OFsQoS prepares a new dedicated plane for per packet
authentication. OFsQoS utilizes OFSs for the Data Forwarding Plane and OFC for the Network
Control Plane.

6.4.3

SQOS HEADER AUTHENTICATION

This subsection describes sQoS Header Authentication on the Packet Authentication Plane.
First, this function validates sequence numbers. If the received sequence numbers are equal to
or smaller than the number of previous packets, the received packets should be discarded since
they could be Replay Attack packets. If the received sequence numbers are larger than the
previous ones, the MAC value should be validated.
MAC is validated with the HMAC-SHA1 algorithm for values of the field specified by the
Authentication Flag, sQoS Header, and pre-shared secret key. sQoS Header Authentication
calculates the MAC value. If the calculated value is equivalent to the MAC value in received
packets, the received packets can be identified as proper packets that have been sent from
proper devices and have not been modified. If the calculated MAC is different from that
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received, the received packets can be identified as improper packets. The improper packets
should be discarded since there is no need to send error messages to the attacker. When the
received packets are identified as proper packets, the sequence numbers in the received packets
should be stored in corresponding entries of the sQoS Management Table. After that, the
packets are sent back to the Data Forwarding Plane to be forwarded. A series of processes are
required to authenticate the sQoS Header: sequence number validation, MAC validation, and
sequence number storage, as was previously explained. Thus, OFsQoS is designed to provide all
of these processes in sQoS Header Authentication since all of them are closely related. This
sQoS Header Authentication helps to detect QoS Spoofing Attacks and Replay Attacks, which
are parts of goal (2). In addition, the lightweight HMAC-SHA1 algorithm helps to achieve small
latency, which is part of goal (3), like sQoS Header Generation.

6.4.4

AUTH CHANNEL

This subsection describes the dedicated communication path between sQoS Header
Authentication and OFSs. Network appliances are generally placed on the Data Forwarding
Plane and configure the route to make target packets go through appliances to provide various
services (e.g., Deep Packet Inspection (DPI)) in OpenFlow networks. However, if OFsQoS
places sQoS Header Authentication on the Data Forwarding Plane, the packets to be
authenticated consume the bandwidth of the Data Forwarding Plane for the purpose of
authentication. This means that bandwidth cannot be protected. Thus, the path from OFS to
sQoS Header Authentication should be separated from the Data Forwarding Plane. OFsQoS
prepares a dedicated channel for such a communication path, which is so called Auth Channel.
The Auth Channel helps to protect the allocated bandwidth, which is part of goal (2).
OFS cannot inspect the Hop-by-Hop Option header in OpenFlow specifications. Thus, all the
packets that should be dispatched to the protected queue should be transmitted to sQoS Header
Authentication via the Auth Channel. The packets that should be dispatched to unprotected
queues should be forwarded in the Data Forwarding Plane without passing the Auth Channel.
The packets in the Auth Channel should be forwarded without changing authentication with
any attributes in any way. Two means can be used to achieve this forwarding function:
encapsulation and native forwarding. OFsQoS uses native forwarding since it involves lighter
processing and was originally prepared by OFS. OFsQoS requires OFS to have different
forwarding rules for identical packets, as we can see from Figure 6.2. When a packet to be
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authenticated arrives at an OFS, the packet should be forwarded to the Auth Channel. When an
identical packet arrives after authentication, it should be forwarded to an appropriate next hop
on the Data Forwarding Plane. Note that both packets are completely identical. Network
switches generally deal with packets with one rule. Thus, OFsQoS utilizes OpenFlow based
routing control to provide different forwarding rules for packets. OpenFlow based routing
control can classify identical packets before authentication and after authentication into different
flows. This classification is achieved by using information from the ingress network port as
flow matching conditions. A packet to be authenticated before authentication in this design is
classified into a Suspicious Flow to forward to the Auth Channel (① in Figure 6.2). A packet
after authentication is classified into an Authenticated Flow to forward to the Data Forwarding
Plane (② in Figure 6.2). This routing control enables the Auth Channel to protect the output
queue on Data Forwarding Plane.

6.5 PROTOTYPE
6.5.1

PURPOSE OF PROTOTYPE

OFsQoS was prototyped based on the previously explained design. The main purpose of this
prototyping was to evaluate whether the proposed method could satisfy the requirements for
real-time communications by providing: (1) per flow bandwidth control, (2) bandwidth
protection by preventing QoS Spoofing Attacks on intermediate equipment, and (3) guaranteed
small latency for PID control.

6.5.2

COMPONENT

Figure 6.4 outlines the components for the prototype. All devices have a Core i7-2600 CPU
and a 8 GB of DDR3 SDRAM (PC3-10600). OFC utilized Ubuntu 12.04.1 and the others
utilized Ubuntu Server 12.04.2 LTS. Each network interface was a Gigabit Ethernet.
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(1) OpenFlow Controller
OFC needed to support IPv6 since this method utilized IPv6. The Trema-edge was chosen in
this prototyping since it was an IPv6 available SDK for OFC.

(2) OpenFlow Switch
OFS needed to support IPv6 since this method utilized IPv6. The implementation of an
Openvswitch repository was chosen, since it was an IPv6 available OFS.

(3) Authenticator
sQoS Header Authentication worked in the Authenticator. The authenticating application
needed to validate forwarded packets that arrived through the Auth Channel. However, the
packets were forwarded as-is. This meant that packets were not destined for either the
Authenticator or at sQoS Header Authentication. OFsQoS utilized ebtables [57], ip6tables [58],
and netlink provided in Linux to make authenticating applications to be able to receive such
packets.
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(4) Client
The Client is a device on which the UDP Echo client application (UDP Echo CL) works. This
client application transmits packets containing the sQoS Header. It indicates the RTTs of UDP
echo packets obtained from timestamps when they are sent and received. The obtained time is
used to evaluate the effect and impact of OFsQoS. Only UDP Echo CL application works on the
Client to enable accurate evaluations. In addition, the Client is attached to the OFS directory.

(5) Server
The Server is a device on which the UDP Echo server application (UDP Echo SV) works.
The server application uses UDP port 8000 for the Echo Service. The packets replied to by this
server application have the sQoS Header. Since the packets from the Client and Server are
classified into different flows, this server application generates the sQoS Header by itself and
places the header into the reply packets.

(6) Perf1
Perf1 is a device that generates disturbance traffic. The iperf 2.0.5 client works on it. Perf1 is
attached to the OFS directory to maximize the amount of traffic from Perf1.

(7) Perf2
Perf2 is a device that generates disturbance traffic. The iperf 2.0.5 server works on it. The
packets from Perf1 are addressed to Perf2. Perf2 and the Server share a network port of OFS
(IF2) due to the insertion of an additional switch to make the impact of disturbance packets
noticeable.

6.6 EVALUATION
The configurations in Table 6.1 and Table 6.2 were installed onto the FlowTable 1 of OFS for
the former and the FlowTable 2 of OFS for the latter to evaluate the behavior and performance
of the proposed method. The match field represents the definition of each flow. OFS processes
matched packets according to the commands in the Instruction field. Two FlowTables were
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prepared, as was previously mentioned. OFS refers to the FlowTables in the order of FlowTable
1 to 2. The number of rules means priority. Larger numbers have higher priority.
FlowTable 1 contains the rules to use the Auth Channel. FlowTable 2 contains rules to
forward the packets in the Data Forwarding Plane for the Authenticated Flow, or flows do not
need to be authenticated. A definition of Suspicious Flows is required to use the Auth Channel.
Thus, packets that have 0x2E on the DSCP field are defined as Suspicious Flows (rule 8 in
FlowTable 1). The value is probably used for QoS Spoofing Attacks, since it has the highest
priority in DiffServ. Authenticated packets returning to OFS via the Auth Channel are dealt
with as Authenticated Flows. Flows are defined to be forwarded to the Data Forwarding Plane
according to FlowTable 2 (rule 9 in FlowTable 1). Concrete configurations and evaluation
procedures are described below.

T ABLE	
  6.1 	
  C ONFIGURATION	
 OF	
  F LOW T ABLE	
  1	
 
Rule
No.

Match
Src
Addr

Dst
Addr

Proto

Instruction

Src Port

Dst Port

DSCP

INPUT IF

OUTPUT IF

Queue

9

ANY

ANY

ANY

ANY

ANY

ANY

Auth Channel

Goto FlowTable 2

N/A

8

ANY

ANY

ANY

ANY

ANY

0x2E

ANY

Auth Channel

Default

0

ANY

ANY

ANY

ANY

ANY

ANY

ANY

Goto FlowTable 2

N/A

T ABLE	
  6.2 	
  C ONFIGURATION	
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  F LOW T ABLE	
  2	
 
Rule
No.

Match
Src Port
Dst Port

DSCP

UDP

ANY

8000

0x2E

ANY

IF2

Q2

Client

UDP

8000

ANY

0x2E

ANY

IF1

Q1

Client

Server

ANY

ANY

ANY

ANY

ANY

IF2

Default

6

Server

Client

ANY

ANY

ANY

ANY

ANY

IF1

Default

4

Perf2

Perf1

ANY

ANY

ANY

ANY

ANY

IF3

Default

3

Perf1

Perf2

ANY

ANY

ANY

ANY

ANY

IF2

Default

0

ANY

ANY

ANY

ANY

ANY

ANY

ANY

Secure Channel

Default

Src
Addr

Dst
Addr

9

Client

Server

8

Server

7

Proto
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INPUT IF

Instruction
OUTPUT IF
Queue

	
 

(1) Per flow bandwidth control
A flow of a UDP Echo Request with 0x2E of DSCP is assigned to output queue Q2 on IF2
(rule 9 in FlowTable 2) to confirm per flow bandwidth control in this proposed method and 50
Mbps is allocated to Q2. A flow of a UDP Echo Reply with 0x2E of DSCP is assigned to output
queue Q1 on IF1 (rule 8 in FlowTable 2). Other traffic is assigned to default output queues on
corresponding output interfaces (rules 7, 6, 4, and 3 in FlowTable 2).
The Client sends the UDP Echo Request to port 8000 (DSCP=0x2E) of the Server and the
ICMP Echo Request (DSCP=0x00) to the Server every 300 ms with the above configuration to
measure RTT. Perf1 simultaneously transmits disturbance traffic to UDP port 5000
(DSCP=0x00) on Perf2 in each measurement. The disturbance traffic was escalated in 100
Mbps steps. The packets for UDP Echo and ICMP Echo were 256 bytes to align them with PID
control messages. The packets of disturbance traffic were set to 1500 bytes, which was the
largest size of IPv6 over the Ethernet, to make the impact on latency and jitter noticeable. This
procedure confirmed that UDP Echo packets and ICMP Echo packets were using different
output queues by observing the impact on disturbance traffic. Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6 outline
the packet flows to evaluate ICMP Echo and UDP Echo.
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Figure 6.7 plots the results obtained from both evaluations. The values used in the figure are
the average times for 100 measurements and they indicate that ICMP Echo packets were
strongly affected by disturbance traffic.
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The RTT of ICMP Echo packets was 0.342 ms without disturbances, while it took 13.66 ms
with 1 Gbps of disturbance. UDP Echo packets, on the other hand, were not affected. The RTT
of UDP Echo packets was 0.848 to 0.876 ms regardless of the amount of disturbance traffic.
This is because ICMP Echo packets and disturbance traffic used default output queue (rules 7
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and 3 in FlowTable 2), while UDP Echo (DSCP=0x2E) used dedicated output queue after
passing the Auth Channel (rule 9 in FlowTable 2). This evaluation confirmed that the proposed
method could provide per flow bandwidth control to flows defined by arbitrary combinations of
attributes, while using the Packet Authentication Plane.

(2) Bandwidth protection with preventing QoS Spoofing Attacks on intermediate
equipment
Disturbance traffic was assigned to the output queue that was assigned to the protected UDP
Echo to confirm whether the introduced Packet Authentication Plane could protect the
bandwidth allocated to a particular flow. Two measured results were compared to confirm the
effect of the Packet Authentication Plane; the first used the Packet Authentication Plane and the
second did not. The former condition was called “with OFsQoS” and the latter was called
“without OFsQoS”.

Table 6.3 was prepared as FlowTable 1 and Table 6.4 was prepared as

FlowTable 2 for this evaluation.

	
  T ABLE	
  6.3 	
  C ONFIGURATION	
 OF	
  F LOW T ABLE 1 	
 TO	
 SKIP	
  OF S Q O S	
 
Rule
No.
0

Src
Addr
ANY

Dst
Addr
ANY

Proto
ANY

Match
Src Port

Dst Port

ANY

ANY

DSCP
ANY

INPUT IF
ANY

Instruction
OUTPUT IF
Queue
Goto FlowTable 2

N/A
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  2 	
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Rule
No.

Src
Addr

Dst
Addr

Proto

Match
Src Port

Dst Port

DSCP

INPUT IF

Instruction
OUTPUT IF
Queue

9

Client

Server

UDP

ANY

8000

0x2E

ANY

IF2

Q2

8

Server

Client

UDP

8000

ANY

0x2E

ANY

IF1

Q1

7

Client

Server

ANY

ANY

ANY

ANY

ANY

IF2

Default

6

Server

Client

ANY

ANY

ANY

ANY

ANY

IF1

Default

5

Perf1

Perf2

ANY

ANY

ANY

0x2E

ANY

IF2

Q2

4

Perf2

Perf1

ANY

ANY

ANY

ANY

ANY

IF3

Default

3

Perf1

Perf2

ANY

ANY

ANY

ANY

ANY

IF2

Default

0

ANY

ANY

ANY

ANY

ANY

ANY

ANY

Secure Channel

Default
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Table 6.1 was used for evaluation with the Packet Authentication Plane, while

Table 6.3

was used for evaluation without the Packet Authentication Plane. Rules 8 and 9 were removed
from Table 6.1 for

Table 6.3. The configuration in

Table 6.3 allowed OFS to skip the Auth

Channel and forward all packets according to FlowTable 2 (Table 6.4). Rule 5 (shadowed line)
was added to Table 6.2 for Table 6.4. This added entry allowed disturbance traffic
(DSCP=0x2E) to share Q2 (50 Mbps bandwidth) on IF2 with protected UDP Echo. Thus, UDP
Echo would be disturbed when using

Table 6.3 and Table 6.4. This condition will be called

the “no-OFsQoS test” after this. The Packet Authentication Plane should discard disturbance
packets when using Table 6.1 and Table 6.4. Thus, UDP Echo packets would be protected.
The Client sent a UDP Echo Request to port 8000 (DSCP=0x2E) of the Server every 300 ms
to measure RTT to evaluate the above behaviors. Perf1 simultaneously transmitted disturbance
traffic to UDP port 5000 (DSCP=0x2E) on Perf2 in each measurement. The disturbance traffic
was escalated in 10 Mbps steps. Figure 6.8 plots both results obtained from the evaluation. The
line chart in the figure represents RTT, which corresponds to the left-hand scale (units of ms).
The bar chart represents the Packet Loss Rate (PLR), which corresponds to the right-hand scale
(units of percent (%)).
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RTT without the Packet Authentication Plane exceeded 200 ms and 13% of PLR was
observed when disturbance traffic reached 50 Mbps (the allocated bandwidth of Q2 on IF2).
However, no impact of disturbance traffic was observed with the Packet Authentication Plane,
even when the traffic exceeded the allocated bandwidth of 50 Mbps. Note that the bandwidth of
Q2 on IF2 was consumed by packets to be classified into Suspicious Flows if the Packet
Authentication Plane was not used. The path was equivalent to a path where sQoS Header
Authentication was placed on the Data Forwarding Plane; it was the path OFsQoS was designed
to avoid by preparing the dedicated Auth Channel. The observed results confirmed that the Auth
Channel and the Packet Authentication Plane worked well to protect the allocated bandwidth
from improper packets.

(3) Guaranteed small latency for PID control
The RTT between the Client and Server were measured to evaluate the impact on latency
caused by the proposed method under three different conditions of (A) generating and
authenticating the sQoS Header, (B) generating the sQoS Header but not authenticating it, and
(C) not generating the sQoS Header. One hundred measurements were done and the average,
maximum, and minimum RTT for each condition were obtained. The average RTT for each
condition were respectively labeled AAVE, BAVE, and CAVE. The elapsed time on the Packet
Authentication Plane (TVAL) and the elapsed time to generate the sQoS header (TGEN) were
calculated with Eqs. (6.2) and (6.3).
𝑇!"# =   

𝐴!"# − 𝐵!"#
2

(6.2)

𝑇!"# =   

𝐵!"# − 𝐶!"#
2

(6.3)

Figure 6.9 outlines the measured RTT.

The required time to use the Packet Authentication

Plane was 0.212 ms (Eq. (6.4)) according to Eq. (6.2). The required time to generate the sQoS
Header was 0.053 ms (Eq. (6.5)) according to Eq. (6.3).
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0.871 − 0.447
= 0.212
2

(6.4)

0.447 − 0.342
= 0.053
2

(6.5)

	
 
The total overhead time was 2.173 ms (Eq. (6.6)) to transmit packets to the Packet
Authentication Plane when there were ten OFSs, i.e., the maximum number of OFS in the
assumed Industrial Backhaul. With the condition of the processing time of the Sensor was 30
ms, that of the the PID Controller was 45 ms, that of the Actuator was 90 ms, the allowed time
to achieve the 300 ms PID control loop was 45 ms (Eq. (6.7)). Thus, it was confirmed that the
proposed method could satisfy the required latency of goal (3).
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0.212×10 + 0.053 = 2.173  

(6.6)

300 − 30 + 45 + 90
3

(6.7)

= 45  

6.7 CONSIDERATION
The evaluation confirmed that the proposed method could provide per flow bandwidth
control based on OpenFlow. Neither TinySec, PCP, or PLA can provide such bandwidth control.
TinySec does not have the QoS concept, and PLA and PCP can only classify packets into eight
classes. In addition, PLA and PCP only provides priority control rather than bandwidth control.
The results obtained from evaluations indicated that the Packet Authentication Plane and the
Auth Channel could protect bandwidth with per packet authentication, which required per
packet calculations. The existing OpenFlow architecture cannot provide per packet processing.
In addition, the results from evaluations demonstrated the effect of the Auth Channel by
showing that the authentication function on the Data Forwarding Plane (like Deep Packet
Inspection) did not work to protect bandwidth. However, if numerous packets, which are
classified as Suspicious Flows, inflow into the network, they may exceed the bandwidth
prepared for the Auth Channel. Adding another network port or using link aggregation for the
Auth Channel would work in such cases to increase the bandwidth of the Auth Channel.
OFS has two options when the Auth Channel is unavailable: 1) forward the packets to the
Data Forwarding Plane without passing the Auth Channel or 2) drop the packets. Option 1) is
preferable from the perspective of the dependability of real-time communications since option
2) completely stops real-time communications. Thus, OFC needs to reconfigure the routing
information on OFS when it detects the unavailability of the Auth Channel.
The evaluation revealed the explicit overhead of OFsQoS. However, the overhead was much
smaller than the allowed time for PID control. This is because OFsQoS utilized a simple packet
forwarding function, which OFS natively provided, for the Auth Channel and utilized a
lightweight HMAC-SHA1 algorithm. The overhead and security strength were a trade-off. The
small overhead in the evaluated environment indicated the possibility of utilizing a stronger
algorithm for sQoS Header Authentication or packet encapsulation for the Auth Channel. In
addition, it is possible to reduce the overhead by utilizing a lighter algorithm with a higher risk
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of the possibility of QoS Spoofing Attacks.
The proposed method could achieve all the goals according to the overall evaluation results.
sQoS Header Authentication, on the other hand, needs to be reliable since crucial packets go
through sQoS Header Authentication in OFsQoS.
The Packet Authentication Plane and the Auth Channel were implemented outside OFS in the
presented prototyping. It would be possible to implement the Packet Authentication Plane and
the Auth Channel inside OFS by introducing a virtualized environment into OFS as long as an
Auth Channel with sufficient bandwidth separated the Packet Authentication Plane from the
Data Forwarding Plane.
Since this proposed method can utilize appliances for OFS, the bottleneck of scalability will
be in sQoS Header Authentication, which is provided as software. The results from evaluations
indicated that the required time to use the Packet Authentication Plane was 0.212 ms. With the
simple calculation in Eq. (6.8), 4,716 packets could be authenticated every second. According to
Eq. (6.9), 707 pairs of client/server communications are available every 300 ms. The PID
control loop, which consists of three communications, has 471 available loops every 300 ms
according to Eq. (6.10).
1000
= 4,716
0.212

(6.8)

4,716×0.3
= 707
2

(6.9)

4,716×0.3
= 471	
 
3

(6.10)

The world’s biggest class of plant [5] has 888 PID control loops obtained through simple
calculations. Two sQoS Header Authentications can cover all the loops. Since the proposed
method can provide an sQoS Header Authentication function in a scale-out manner, it is
possible to provide appropriate scalability based on the size of the plant.
The proposed method can be utilized for multicast packets. However, if authentication is
carried out after numerous copies are created, the copies can increase the load on sQoS Header
Authentication. This means that attackers can succeed in DoS attacks on sQoS Header
Authentication. sQoS Header Authentication should be optimally located to discard improper
packets before they are copied to prevent such DoS attacks. For example, if the first OFS for an
improper multicast packet generator leads multicast packets to sQoS Header Authentication,
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just one authentication is required. This is the same as that for unicast packets. Improper
multicast packets for the OFS internal configuration need to be forwarded to sQoS Header
Authentication when they arrive, as listed in Table 6.1. These approaches can prevent DoS
attacks that use multicast packets.
This proposed method to provide secure real-time communications in the Industrial Backhaul
built with intermediate equipment available with OpenFlow is expected to be widely deployed.
The definition of the Authentication Flag in the sQoS header needs to be modified to specify
PCP in the IEEE802.1Q Header to protect QoS in the Industrial Backhaul that is based on the
existing technology of IEEE802.1Q with the proposed method. In addition, the OFS to which
sQoS Header Authentication is attached should be inserted onto the edge of the Industrial
Backhaul to authenticate the packets. The FlowTables in OFS also need to be configured to
forward packets to sQoS Header Authentication via the Auth Channel. The main limitation of
this approach is the number of classes (eight) since protected QoS is PCP based priority control.
OFC has full responsibility for per flow network control and OFS plays a limited role in
packet processing based on the configurations provided by OFC. Thus, many methods have
been proposed to protect OFC from cyber attacks. Benton et al. [59] pointed out the possibility
of Man-in-the-Middle Attacks, Spoofing Attacks, and Snooping Attacks against OpenFlow
communications between OFC and OFS. Thus, they proposed using TLS, which provides
packet encryption and mutual authentication between OFC and OFS, to prevent pointed attacks.
In addition, they pointed out the possibility of DoS attacks by sending huge numbers of packets
that were reported from OFS to OFC to obtain processing rules. They proposed allowed flows
be predefined to prevent DoS attacks.
Spoofing Neighbor Discovery (ND) packets on the Data Forwarding Plane in IPv6 networks
can create confusion in the topology management function on OFC. This attack can be
considered to be an attack on the Network Control Plane from the Data Forwarding Plane. Such
ND packet spoofing can be prevented with SEND [60].

6.8 CONCLUSION
Many methods of preventing attacks on OFC have been proposed, as was previously
explained. However, they cannot prevent QoS Spoofing Attacks, since the OpenFlow
architecture is not designed to provide an authentication function that requires per packet
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calculations in OFS or OFC. Thus, OpenFlow should be integrated with the Packet
Authentication Plane, which prevents QoS Spoofing, to allow PID control over the Industrial
Backhaul.
The author has proposed a method of protecting real-time communications in PID control
from QoS Spoofing Attacks, which spoof attributes in packets. The method that was designed
was prototyped and evaluated. The results revealed that the newly added Packet Authentication
Plane worked well to protect bandwidth while achieving the three main goals of this method
that were: (1) per flow bandwidth control, (2) prevention of QoS Spoofing Attacks on
intermediate equipment, and (3) guaranteed small latency for PID control. These achievements
indicate that PA applications that require real-time communications can safely utilize the
Industrial Backhaul.
The proposed method utilizes native per flow bandwidth control of OpenFlow to achieve
these goals. However, as OpenFlow was not designed to provide per packet processing, the
proposed method introduced a new plane that could provide per packet processing to detect
spoofing packets and to protect bandwidth. In addition, the proposed method was designed to
prevent DoS attacks on the Network Control Plane, which sends numerous packets to be
authenticated, by separating the authentication function from OFC.
The prototyping and evaluation of OFsQoS utilized only one Authenticator. The reliability of
the Authenticator should be considered to avoid single points of failure to utilize OFsQoS in
real environments since all real-time communications go through the Authenticator. Thus, a
method should be developed to make the Authenticator reliable. In addition, OFsQoS was
designed to forward packets after authentication. This process adds 0.2 ms to the forwarding
time for each authentication. This is the main reason there are limitations in applications that
require faster real-time communications. Parallel processing of forwarding and authentication
should be considered in the future to make OFsQoS more applicable.
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Chapter 7

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PLANS

7.1 SUMMARY OF ACHIEVEMENT
This study intended to provide dependable real-time communications management to allow
utilization of applications requiring real-time communications represented by PID control and
Mobile HMI over the Industrial Backhaul. Based on the feedback control method, commonly
utilized in PA, this study has identified following five essential functions for the management:
(1)

Bandwidth

Control,

(2)

Bandwidth

Allocation,

(3)

Assessment

of

Real-time

Communications, (4) Prevention of Unauthorized Bandwidth Allocation, and (5) Prevention of
QoS Spoofing Attacks. As the consequence of the survey, “(3) Assessment of Real-time
communications” and “(5) Prevention of QoS Spoofing Attacks” were not yet satisfied. Thus,
this study defined two goals of developing methods to satisfy these two functions. The goals
are; “management method for real-time communications based on packet propagation time
monitoring” and “Hop-by-Hop packet authentication method to protect the output queue”.
A method to reconfigure the bandwidth allocation based on the actual packet propagation
time has been developed to address “management method for real-time communications based
on packet propagation time monitoring” as presented in Chapter 4. The method is called
pmqFlow. pmqFlow allows monitoring propagation time of the particular range of real-time
communications path rather than monitoring entire RTT to avoid the impact of unrelated
intermediate equipment and traffic. pmqFlow also allows detecting the impact of spike traffic to
protect the entire traffic of the flow including spike traffic. Thus, the goal of “management
method for real-time communications based on packet propagation time monitoring” was
achieved. This means that the function of “(3) Assessment of Real-time communications” was
satisfied.
A method to authenticate real-time communications packets in a Hop-by-Hop manner has
been developed to address “Hop-by-Hop packet authentication method to protect the output
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queue” as presented in Chapter 5. The method is called sQoS. sQoS allows detecting and
discarding the spoofing packets on intermediate network equipment within the allowed time for
PID control. In addition, a method to protect the bandwidth with sQoS in OpenFlow available
networks has been developed as presented in Chapter 6. The method is called OFsQoS. OFsQoS
introduced the novel Packet Authentication Plane to protect the bandwidth by detecting and
discarding the spoofing packet before the allocated bandwidth is consumed. In addition, the
Packet Authentication Plane allows installing scalable packet authentication function while
protecting the Data Forwarding Plane and the Network Control Plane. It was confirmed that
OFsQoS could protect the bandwidth within the allowed time for PID control. Thus, the goal of
“Hop-by-Hop packet authentication method to protect the output queue” was achieved. This
means that the function of “(5) Prevention of QoS Spoofing Attacks” was satisfied.
The methods developed by this study satisfied the two functions of “(3) Assessment of
Real-time communications” and “(5) Prevention of QoS Spoofing Attacks”. Thus, all of the
required five functions for dependable real-time communicants management were satisfied. As
a consequence, the objectives of this study, “to provide dependable real-time communications
management for PA operations over Industrial Backhaul”, was achieved.

7.2 FINDINGS FROM THIS STUDY
7.2.1

FEEDBACK CONTROL OF REAL-TIME COMMUNICATIONS IN
INDUSTRIAL BACKHAUL FOR PA

This study revealed that feedback control of real-time communications is effective. In
addition, the control is required to achieve the dependable real-time communications in the
Industrial Backhaul for PA.
The proposed method of pmqFlow monitors the actual propagation time. The method
accesses whether the configuration on the network equipment satisfies the requirements for
real-time communications. It is an essential function for the dependable real-time
communications management. This study revealed that the propagation time monitoring
function can assess the real-time communications and the assessment information is useful to
reallocate the bandwidth to ensure the real-time communications. Especially, the propagation
time monitoring function can detect spike traffic, a situation that utilized bandwidth exceeds the
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allocated bandwidth for a while, to protect the real-time communications including spike traffic
itself. On the other hand, the propagation time monitoring function is not suitable to detect or
predict the increase of traffic while the utilized bandwidth is less than allocated bandwidth,
since the impact on propagation time is not visible in such situations. In addition, even when the
Bandwidth Exceedance happens, the impact may be still invisible as long as enough unused
bandwidth is available on default output queue. Thus, the propagation time monitoring function
might not detect the Bandwidth Exceedance depending on the condition of default output queue.
Even though the propagation time is still less than Timeout value, it is not ensured, since the
propagation time can have impact (e.g., Timeout or packet loss) when traffic passing the default
output queue increased. This means that the situation of Bandwidth Exceedance should be
eliminated. Thus, it was revealed that utilizing propagation time monitoring function alone is
not sufficient to prevent the Timeout in advance since it does not work well for detection and
prediction of Bandwidth Exceedance.
The bandwidth utilization monitoring function such as [22] and [24], can detect the changes
in bandwidth utilization regardless of the occasion of Bandwidth Exceedance. Thus, this
bandwidth utilization monitoring function is useful to detect and predict the Bandwidth
Exceedance. In other word, it is useful to prevent the Timeout or packet loss in advance. This
study revealed that the bandwidth utilization monitoring functions could detect and predict the
Bandwidth Exceedance to ensure the real-time communications. Bandwidth utilization
monitoring function, on the other hand, cannot assess the achievement of real-time
communications since it cannot know the actual propagation time. In addition, the bandwidth
utilization monitoring function may not detect the Bandwidth Exceedance of spike traffic since
the obtained bandwidth utilization is the average amount of monitored period. Thus, it was
revealed that utilizing bandwidth utilization monitoring function alone is not sufficient to ensure
the configuration and protect the real-time communications including spike traffic.
When allocating the bandwidth statically, the administrator needs to estimate all the real-time
traffic completely for each flow in advance. It is difficult and requires huge effort since
unexpected event, such as sudden equipment trouble or urgent operations, can happen in the real
network. In general, to cover all traffic including such unexpected traffic, all of the possible
traffic shall be listed up and accumulated strictly to allocate enough bandwidth to cover the
obtained peak traffic statically. It is not efficient in terms of bandwidth utilization, since the
allocated bandwidth is exclusive for assigned flow and some part of the bandwidth is unused in
normal operations. This study proposed the dynamic bandwidth allocation to adjust to the actual
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traffic conditions rather than static bandwidth allocation covering peak traffic. This approach
can provide both efficient bandwidth utilization and ensured real-time communications for
dynamic traffic. It is an essential function for the dependable real-time communications
management. From the evaluation presented in Subsection 4.6.3, it was shown that monitoring
the traffic condition and reconfiguring the network equipment take up to about 16 ms in total. It
was revealed that required time is acceptable for focused PA applications including Mobile
HMI, which requires one second for response time.
The dynamic bandwidth allocation is applicable for the applications requiring shorter
response time by adjusting monitoring cycle. In addition, the required time can be shorten by
monitoring bandwidth utilization on OFSs in parallel and configuring bandwidth allocation on
OFSs in parallel. According to Eq. (7.1), the minimum time to complete the possessing is about
3 ms. That means, the proposed method is applicable for applications that accept 3 ms of fixing
time.
1.794 + 0.654 + 0.522 = 2.970

(7.1)

This study revealed the combination of propagation time monitoring function and bandwidth
utilization monitoring function complement each other to monitor the real-time communications
by providing all of the features of; assessing the real-time communications, detecting spike
traffic, detecting and predicting the Bandwidth Exceedance, and detecting the unutilized
bandwidth. In addition, this study revealed that the dynamic bandwidth allocation helps to
improve the bandwidth utilization while satisfying the real-time communications with quick
reconfiguration. As a consequence, it was revealed that the combination of two monitoring
functions and bandwidth reconfiguration has sufficient features and performance to allow the
feedback control of real-time communications. In addition, the feedback control is required to
provide the dependable real-time communications in the Industrial Backhaul for PA.

7.2.2

HOP-BY-HOP SECURITY ARCHITECTURE IN INDUSTRIAL BACKHAUL
FOR PA

This study reveled that the Hop-by-Hop security architecture is required to protect the
real-time communications. In other words, the End-to-End security architecture, which is
commonly utilized in the Internet, can provide limited security functions. Thus, the End-to-End
security architecture is not sufficient to protect the real-time communications. In addition, it was
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revealed that the Hop-by-Hop Security architecture is acceptable for the real-time
communications in the Industrial Backhaul for PA.
The proposed method of OFsQoS, which is presented in Chapter 6, provides Hop-by-Hop
packet authentication by offloading the authentication function from the OpenFlow switch to
the newly added Packet Authentication Plane. It was indicated that OFsQoS works with
bandwidth control function to keep propagation time in constant value within proposed
architecture. On the other hand, it requires 0.212 ms of additional time to use the Packet
Authentication Plane once. This means that the Hop-by-Hop packet authentication is applicable
for PA applications such as PID control. Moreover, the required time can be shortened to 0.131
ms when the authentication function is implemented in the OFS as shown in Chapter 5.
However, the applicability of this method has a limitation on utilization for the applications
requiring faster real-time communications such as FA.
OFsQoS provides per packet authentication. The per packet authentication has scalability
concern since the Packet Authentication Plane needs to validate all packets classified into
Suspicious Flow. The evaluation indicated that two devices of Authenticator is enough to
support the busiest OFS that interconnects the Area of the central control room and the
Industrial Backhaul with strict condition of 300 ms PID control cycle. If the PID control cycle is
one second, the most typical cycle of PID control, only one Authenticator is enough.
As a consequence, this study revealed that per packet authentication in a Hop-by-Hop manner
allows to protect real-time communications within the required time for PA. The authentication
is required to provide the dependable real-time communications in the Industrial Backhaul for
PA, which is utilized for serious operation.

7.3 FUTURE PLANS
This study focused on Level 1 and Level 2 functions. However, for more advanced process
control, Level 3 functions will work with Level 2 and Level 1 closer. Thus, the real-time traffic
on the Industrial Backhaul will be increased. In addition, dependability of PA operation on the
Industrial Backhaul will be increased. In such situation, scalability and reliability of the
proposed methods will be essential. Especially, the reliability and scalability of the key
functions, such as Authenticator in OFsQoS, need to be provided.
There is a group that discusses Network Functions Virtualization (NFV) [61] in European
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Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI). The group is discussing an architecture that
allows network functions (e.g., DPI, IPS, Antivirus) to work on commodity PC hardware rather
than vendor proprietary appliance hardware. In other words, the architecture allows
virtualization of network functions from physical network appliance. The architecture will
provide high availability and scalability. It is same approach as cloud computing.
There is a new working group in IETF that discusses how to chain the virtualized network
functions. The working group is called Service Function Chaining (SFC) [62]. SFC allows
packets to go through multiple network appliances such as DPI, IPS, and Antivirus sequentially
for example.
Even though most of the applications for NFV can work in the Data Forwarding Plane not the
Packet Authentication Plane, the NFV architecture will be useful for Authenticator in OFsQoS.
In addition, some security functions (e.g., IPS, IDS and Firewall) will be used in the Industrial
Backhaul to improve security. Thus, OFsQoS should align with NFV and SFC architecture in
the future.
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